CORM: An oligarchy of incompetents
Charles Barry
Associate Editor

By

The Boston College Council of Resident Men was formed "to provide, promote, and stimulate social, recreational, cultural, and spiritual activities for
the Resident Men," according to its Constitution dated May 2,1967. This Constitution, however, has never been ratified by the whole student body, and
with the new trend of Boston College politics stressing the importance of the University Community, CORM's self-ratified constitutional powers have
come under question.
People unhappy with CORM's scheduled in the past haven't mirCORM, or more correctly,' cost ever, feel that the creation of
Art. m, Section 2 of CORM
community
to
the
resident
rored
the
of
the
Resident
concerning
CORM's
service
tastes
the student body $3,000. The inHouse Improvement Funds would
Constitution
body.
cident of course was the result only serve to delay action by the
powers says that their power "is especially freshmen and sophThe manner of representation is of action taken when a "verbal Administration concerning dormiderived immediaely from the mores, complain that CORM
reflected by what has been termed contract" with the Clancy tory improvement.
resident men." However, many caters mainly to junior and senrf CORM's activities have been iors. The social events that "a lack of feedback from people Brothers was broken and CORM
The rest of the $1500 appropriatermed "not too democratic" by CORM plans suffer from a lack on corridors" and"a complete went ahead to hire the Buckingtion will be used to finance a trip
some people interviewed through- of planning some point out, indi- communication gap" between the hams, resulting in a student walk- for two members of CORM to a
out the campus and that they are cating that events have to be resident men and their council.
out at the concert, and a financial convention of The National Asso"more concerned with making scheduled at distant places, at
Most upperclassmen will redebacle.
ciation of College and University
money than giving service" by foolish times in a weekend, and memberthe blunder of the Winter
CORM has recently requested a Residence Halls to be held in
still others.
that the talent that CORM has Weekend in Feb. 1967 which cost $1500 grant from the UndergraduCalifornia. CORM reports that as
ate Government. Trying to prea result of participating in conserve its autonomy, CORM reaventions they have been able to
sons that since they have run the implement the Saga Food Service,
University Mixer on Friday of the use of vending machines in the
Orientation Week in the past and dorms, a Code of Ethics, a Judihave grossed up to $2500," they
are rightfully entitled to $1000 of
the $1500 that the Social Committeeearned this year. The drop
of $1000 in profits this year was
attributed to "the unusually illustrious talent" presented at the
mixer.
CORM reports that they will use
the $1000 to establish a House
Development Fund. Some elements of the resident body, how-

cial Board, Parietals, House Systems, and Resident weekend. People around the campus have commented that "it shows a definite
lack of original thinking if these
things had to be inspired by a convention." Others have requested
that if this $500 for a trip to California is passed, they would be
forced to request an itemized account. Incidently, recently CORM
(Continued on Page 7)

Coition, copulation permitted;
four letter synonym is not
By Susie Schmidt, CPS
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Demonstrfa u
hik nfair
3 BC students arraigned in protest
By Barbara Gray
Staff Reporter

Thirteen persons, three of them students at BC, were arraigned last Thursday afternoon in the wake of demonstrations surrounc'ing the meeting of the MBTA Advisory Board.
The arrests occurred about twenty minutes into the meeting, as the members assembled to
vote on the proposed 5c subway and 10c surface fare hike.
Demonstrators had begun asbe allowed to speak. Any interseat when told to leave by the
sembling in front of the Parker ruptions or disturbances would be police. Paul Lazikos and James
House, the site of the meeting, at met with expulsion from the room Breaugh, both from BC, were also
arrested, on their way to the door.
10 A.M. Numbering about 30, they and, upon failure to comply, conmarched in a continuous circle, sequent arrest.
All three were arraigned on a
chanting slogans and carrying
signs, from "lower fares, higher
wages" to "the MBTA is taking

us for a ride." Students manned
the sidewalks adjacent to the

As the meeting progressed, the
demonstrators remained in their
seats, silently holding up their
placards. But when the Mayor
of Revere addressed the Students
for a Democratic Society along
with the city officials and established his position as opposed to
the fare hike, citing the excessive
and unfair demands it would place
on the residents of Revere, the
SDS indulged in a burst of ap-

Parker House, distributing SDSprinted fact sheets. Most of the
SDSers realized that there was
little they could do to affect the
vote of the Board, but there was
a general spirit of satisfaction at
being able to demonstrate their
resistance.
plause.
After ten minutes of the sideAn announcement by the chairwalk activity, the group decided man of the receipt of a petition
to move inside and attend the signed by 500 people was intermeeting. Once assembled in the rupted by Emily, the group's
meeting room, they numbered apspokesman from BU, who stated
proximately 75, of which 15 were in a loud voice that the SDS had
from BC Other participants collected 12,000 signatures on a
represented Radcliffe, Harvard, petition circulated last spring. An
BU, Brandeis, and Wellesly, and effort to establish order was anonly a handful of working people. swered by the vociferous chant,
Before calling the meeting to "Let her speak," and Emily was
order, the Chairman of the Board told to leave, since she was disestablishedthe "ground rules" for turbing the meeting. Resisting,
the proceedings, stipulatingthat it she was nevertheless led out,
was an open meeting, but not an while the chant continued.
open hearing. As such, only duly
Ed Kelly, a member of BC's
elected or designated officials SDS opposition to the hike, was
from the towns and cities would arrested after he remained in his

.

charge of disturbing a public assembly and were released on $200
bail, pending trial Dec. 2.
Once outside, the SDSers again

distributed their fact sheets.
Their main contention is that
the fare hike will hurt most the
poorer working people and students. Big business, which would
less keenly feel a tax increase,
should therefore bear most of the
burden of paying off the debt incontinued on Page 7)

Although "freedom of the college press" is touted almost universally on American campuses, a large number of
student papers have been censored or persecuted this fall by
administrators, advisors, and printers who don't like fourletter words.
In most cases their sin was not ers into such a rage that they cenwriting editorials judged obscene, sor the copy, refuse to print the
or even printing literary words papers, even try to get schools to
discipline editors. And adminiswith four-letter words?just printing news stories containing things
their "keepers" didn't like.
And in some cases the opposition, leveled superficially against
"obscenity" was obviously attempting to clamp down on student editors for political or per-

sonal reasons.
Two things have become clear
this fall as this rash of censorship
spreads from small tightly controlled papers to large university
dailies; the people who run colleges are no longer sure they
really want students indepedentty
running their own newspapers;
and a great many of academia's
"forward-looking" adults may be
able to take their own students'
radical politics, but they still have
a Mayor-Daley-like obsession with
obscenity.

The word

"

," long a

commonplace in youthful

vocabl-

laries, and adult as well, has sent
countless printers of college pap-
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trators, who don't mind hearing
the word spoken andknow as well
as anyone else that the word is a
fixture of the language, try to fire
editors and have papers confiscated when they see it in print.

At the University of Wisconsin
last week, the Board of Regents
narrowly refrained from firing
Daily CardinalEditor Greg Graze
and Managing Editor Steve
Reiner because the paper printed
a story containing "unfit language." The story was a CPS release on the SDS October National
Council meeting, quoting from a
member of the Up Against the
Wall Mother
faction. The
editorial board of the Cardinal
was ordered instead to appear
before the Regents this winter
with "a policy of sanctions to prevent further incidents."
The entire Cardinal staff and
its Board of Control signed a
front-page letter to the Regents,
calling the attack on the paper
"only a beachhead in the total
effort by the regents to exert control over every aspect of the University operation, student life and
faculty freedom." The staff also
printed paragraphs from books required by many of the University's English classes, including
Shakespeare, James Joyce and
Norman Mailer, which contain
languauge more obscene than that
in the news story.
Less than a week later, Michigan State University State News
printed a story about the Wisconsin controversy, quoting from the
(Continued on Page 7)
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Fresh Fruit

of the News

Czech

Marx

Psych

The Russian-East European
Center will present the Czechoslovakian film Sweet Light in a
Dark Room on Tuesday, Dec. 10
at 7:30 PM in Higgins 307. Admission is free.

The 14 Flicks series will present the Marx Brothers in A
Night at the Opera on Monday,
Dec. 2 at 3 P.M. in Campion 1
and at 7:30 P.M. in Campion 8.
Admissions is 50c.

The Psychology Department has
announced the additionof a course
entitled "Psychology of Black Po-

Parade

Daniel

The Gold Key Society of Boston
College will present the annual
Boston College-Holy Cross pregame Rally and Float Parade,
Friday evening, Nov. 29, in anticipation of a victory on Saturday

Tickets for the Play of Daniel
at St. Ignatius Church, Dec. 5,
will be $4.00 toy mail with a stamped envelope. Special ticket price
for BC students is only $1.50. Student tickets must be purchased
in advance at the Humanities
Series Office, McElroy 112.

afternoon. The festivities will begin with a float parade of campus clubs and organizations, leaving McHugh Forum about 7:00
P.M. Friday evening.
The parade will move down
Beacon St. to Cleveland Circle,
around the reservoir on Chestnut
Hill Aye., back up Commonwealth
Aye., and back to McHugh Forum
The post parade reception will be
held at Robert's Center about 8:00
P.M.

Black Liberation Movement, with
particular emphasis on the importance of Humanist Psychology
to an understanding of social revolution. Readings will include current Black Power Literature.
Dr. Reynolds, who joined the
department this year, will teach
the 3-credit course.

Knights
The Knights of Columbus are
having elections of officers and a
general meeting today at 6:30
P.M. in Campion 207-208.

The Boston College Dramatics
Society in its 103rd season presents the musical comedy Roar of
the Greasepaint, Smell of the
Crowd, Dec. 12-13-14 at 8:30 P.M.
in Campion Auditorium. Tickets
are $1.50 for students and $2.50
for the public.
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and a short essay on what you
would do if elected.
Deatils of the election procedure
will be posted in The Heights
office in advance of the election.

DAVID FLANAGAN, photography editor
JAMES O'REILLY, sports editor
HILLARD POUNCY, supplement editor
DAVID O'LOUGHLIN, business editor
JAMES FRANKLIN, copy editor
REV. ROBERT CHENEY, S.J., advisor

EARN EXTRA

Christmas Money
Work Available
Distribute samples for a national consumer products
firm. We will provide transportation for you, or you
may use your own car.
Earn $25.00 per day. Apply daily at any of the following locations between 8 and 9 A.M. or 1 and 2 PJVL

GULF SERVICE STATION

166 Alewife Brook Pkwy (Route 16)

Medford, Mass.

TEXACO SERVICE STATION
180 Boston Avenue
(Intersection of Boston &

Washington)

Lynn, Mass.

ESSO SERVICE STATION

*
*
*

?

Auditorium.
Sunday, Dec. 8, 7:30
Guitar
Clinic and open auditions.
Monday, Dec. 9
Open Night

personal history, qualifications,

..

?

*
* Boston's histotx comes alive everyday at...
*
JOSEPHINE
*
TUSSAUD'S
W /
*
LONDON WAX MUSEUM I
179 Tremont St. near Boylston St. Station #
/j'Sm
*
125 gures 3B scenes
* iiwlTfllt
*
You'// marvel at these
famous life-size *
'"
*
lifelike figures from legend and life.
r Open
Oai/y

Lounge.
Saturday, Dec. 7, 8:00 & 10:00
Dramatic Workshop in Campion

semester-This board will be elected by the staff at a meeting on
December 11 at 6 p.m.
Anyone is eligible to apply for
positions on the board; applications must be submitted in writing
to the editor by Dec. 6. Include

[Every Thursday ]

?

'

hours of the best of Middle Earth
in McElroy Resident Student

A new editorial board will assume control of The Heights next

Full, Part Time, or Saturday

developm; manuf; marketing;
systems engineering; prgrming;
fin; & admin. 9 to 5.
Harvard Trust Company Pos.
cred. analysis; branch mgm't
trainee systems (computer). Majors in acc't; fin; gen. bus.; MBA;
math tos.
Southern Methodist University
Group meeting
Law School

ft************************

*
*
*

?

As its last event of the fall
semester, the Social Committee is
sponsoring the First Annual
Christmas Ball on Saturday, Dec.
14 from 9 P.M. to 1 A.M. They
have hired an interiordecorator to
create a ballroom effect in Roberts Center where the formal
(black-tie) dance will be held. The
Ruby Newman Orchestra will provide the music. The cost is $6.50
a couple.
The Social Committee plans to
make the Christmas Ball an annual tradition.

?

d&J

Night.
Thursday, Dec. 5, 8:00
"The
Question of Mythology in the
Church" with Dr. Mary Daly,
Professor of theology, Boston College.
Friday, Dec. 6, 8:00 Benefit for
the Revitalization Corps: three

Ball

?

..

Heightselections

?

THE HEIGHTS is the University Newspaper of Boston College, supported by the efforts of
the students, faculty and administration, and funded by the University.
THE HEIGHTS is represented for national advertising by National Educational Advertising
Services, 360 Lexington Avenue, New York. N.Y. 10017.
Entered as second class matter at the Boston, Massachusetts, Post Office.
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NEWS STAFF
Charles Barry, Michael Berkey, Michael Brady, Bill Burke, Jim Creamer, Norman Freedman, Barbara Gray, Paul Droesch, Mary Lawless, Nancy Palmisciano, Paul Sinclair, William Meehan, Tom
Higgins, Dennis Daly, Jeannette Cardia.
PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF
Ken Gorman, chief photographer, Robert Bembe n, Richard Bonnana, Trisha Finnerty, George
Jordan, Linda Krajiwski, Bill McDonald, Juan Marchand, Juan Martines, Tom Mignone, Doug Mulaire, Dan Natchek, Peter Nolan, George Rezk, C harles Schmidt, Don Sullivan.
COPY STAFF
S. Michael Fratini, John Sachs, John R. Sumberg, Roger F. Lizotte, Joseph McDonough, Mike
Hickey, Kami Hughes, Mike Wade, Walt Stanish.
BUSINESS STAFF
Susan Boehler, Jerry Cambria, Andrea Santusuos se
SPORTS STAFF
Jim Blake, Tom Burke, Dan Clune, Larry Edgar, Bill Fogarty, Kevin Kelley, Ned Morse, Paul
Schill, Mike Sullivan, Tony Sullivan.

Eastman Kodak Company
(non-tech) Positions in comptrollership; systems design & computer tech; planning & forecasting
distrib; sales (tech. & non-tech)
All bus. majors. 9 to 5.
Xerox Corp.
Positions in research; programming, acc't, &
field sales. Majors in acc't; chem;
econ; fin; gen. bus; MBA; math;
mod. languages; & philosophy. 9
to 5.
UARCO Inc. for mgm't trainees. All bus. majors. 9 to 5.
NationalBank Examiners for
ass't bank examiners. All bus.
majors. 9 to 4:30.
Ayerst Labs
Bachelors, Masters & Ph.D's in chemistry only.
9 to 5.
Dec. 5 Eastman Kodak Co.
Non-technical. 9 to 5.
IBM All majors for research

3:15 & 4 P.M.
Dec. 9 Metropolitan Life Insuiance Co. Looking for life insurance salesmen. AH majors, 10
A.M. to 5 P.M.
Dec. 10 Oscar Mayer & Co.
For sales only. Sales jobs in New
York, Philadelphia, Chicago &
Boston. 9 to 1.
Wm. J. Lynch & Associates
Interv. for sales & sales mgm't.
Majors in econ; fin; acc't gen.
bus. & marketing. 9 to 5.

Closedfrom Nov. 28 to Dec. 2
Monday, Dec. 2
Open Night
Tuesday, Dec. 3
Open Night
Open
Wednesday, Dec. 4

JOHN GOLENSKI, editor-in-chief
PETER PUCTLOSKI, managing editor
MARTY FUNKE, news editor
CHARLES BARRY, TERENCE GAFFNEY,
associate editors

ors; 9 to 5.

?

The Heights

EDITORIAL BOARD

marketing. Chem. & physics maj-

Tuesday, Dec. 10, 8:00
Presentation by Dr. Raymond T. McNally, professor of Slavic Studies
and others.

?

The course will develop a "psychological interpretation of the

Automerchandising
Interviews open to all seniors;
all interviews in Alumni Hall.
Nov. 26 U.S. Dept of Agriculture,
interviewing applicants for auditing & investigating positions. Majors in accounting and law. Students applying for investigator
positions must have a knowledge
of law and be over 21 years of
age. Otherwise no distrimination
as to age, sex, marital status or
draft category. Must be a U.S.
citizen, be willing to travel frequency over a ten-state area: New
England States, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and Ohio.
Indiv. interviews from 9:30 to
4:30. Applicants for investigator
position must take and successfully pass the federal service entrance examination.
Dec. 2 U.S. Civil Aeronautics
Board looking for accountants;
auditors; econ. & air transport
analysts. Majors in acc't; econ;
fin. 9 tos.
U.S. Dept of Health, Educ. &
Accounting majors
Welfare
only. 9 to 5.
Dec. 3 Hercules Inc. Chemistry majors only. 9 tos.
Gillette Safety Razor Co. Positions in manufacturing; financial
marketing programs & accountants. Majors in acc't; econ; fin;
industr. mgm'; & MBA. 9 to 5.
Johnson, Atwater & CompanyAccounting majors only. 9 to 5.
Syracuse University College of
Law 9 to 12 noon.
St. Paul Insurance Companies?
for underwriter trainees, prod,
trainees. Majors in acc't; chem;
econ.; fin; gen. bus.; marketing;
& math. 9 to 3:30.
Dec. 4 EasternKodak Company
(Technical) for research & develpoment; design process &
pred. developm; tech. liaison &

Earth

wer".

Roar

Tuesday, November 26, 1968

come as you are to

I

'\u25a0-'

FATHERS

122 HARVARD AVENUE. ALLSTON. MASS.
2544342
jf

20 Washington Street
Brighton, Mass.
If unable to apply personally, CALL 566-6262, Extension 209 anytime.
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EPC dialogue centers
around theology courses
By Paul Sinclair
News Staff

John Rau (A&S '70), student representative to the A&S Educational Policies Committee, said last week that the theology requirement was a major point of discussion at
the EPC's meeting last Tuesday.
Fr. Talbot, a representative
A member of the EPC then
from the theology department, made a motion, "Resolved: that
told the Committee at that meetthe theology requirements in Arts
ing, that "theology will still reand Sciences be two semesters of
main a part of the core curriculum, but the question is to what effective courses."
"The measure was immediateextent."
ly tabled," Rau explained, beRau added that the theology decause it was not to be seriously
partment will "put out a professionally-run questionnaire to the considered, but merely "to get
student" asking their opinion on the topic into discussion."
the matter. The department furBecause of the importance of
thermore "hopes to demand theothe question, the theology departlogy for all students," feeling that ment decided to withhold a deciit has a place in the core curricusion until Spring, but the motion
lum. A "pre-placement test" for made by EPC member was
theology is also seriously under
"somewhat intended that immeddiscussion.
iate action be required," Rau

Speech Dept. sponsors
national debate tourney
High school debaters from around the nation will be
displaying their forensic abilities this coming weekend in a
match billed as "one of the largest high school debate tournaments ever held in the United States."
Three hundred top competitors from Texas, California,
South Carolina, Florida and other spots on the map will be
participating in six preliminary rounds, then on to the big
four elimination rounds, winner take all.
Dr. John Lawton and Mr. Robert Schrum of the Speech Department will direct the tournament.
Co-chairmen are David Ries 71
and Kevin White 71.
Students serving on various
committees include: Charlie
Brown 70, Mark Killenbeck 70,
John Rayll '69, Ron Hoenig 70,
John MacMillan 72, Jerome Dobel 70, Mark Shanahan 71, Robert Riehs '69, Charlie Lawson 70,
Ken Rose 72, Kevin Shannon 72,
Robert Kiggins 71, Thomas Goodman 70, Robert Baker 72, John
Davis 70. Most of these students
will also serve as judges in addi-

tion to their committee duties.
This year's debate topic is: "Resolved: That the United States
should establish a system of compulsory service for all citizens."
According to coach Schrum, "This
has to be the worst topic in the
history of high school debate. The
way that it is worded, it can mean
almost anything. Some of the arguments this year have reached
ridiculous proportions."
The public is invited to attend
all of the sessions. Headquarters
for the tournament will be in the
lobby of McGuinn where times
and places of the debates can be
obtained.

YAF ?liberates? NER
tlhefxpios ypocrisy
The offices of the Boston Resistance were "liberated"
last Saturday by twenty-two members of Massachusetts
Young Americans for Freedom, including seven member?
fromßC.
At 12:15 the group entered the Resistance headquarters
at Berkeley and Stanhope Streets, and immediately YAF
State chairman, Don Feder, announced that he and his intrepid lads had come to "liberate the Resistance in the name
of the free people of South Vietnam."
Feder went on to say that since
YAF respects property rights, his
crew had no intention of staying
very long but that they wanted
to expose the hypochisy of the
new left. This method, Feder
felt, was the most effective.
A South Vietnamese flag was
hung on the wall, and pamphlets
exposing Viet Cong atrocities
were passed out. The eight members of the Resistance present at
the time of the invasion, not particularly happy to meet their
guests, reacted violently.
One resistor called on the Black
Panthers for assistance but didn't
receive it. Resistance members
also harrassed the press, an ac-

tion which, as the YAFers pointed out, was in violation of the
first amendment to the constitution. In a final rage, the Resistors stomped on the California
grapes brought by YAF for
snacks.
The BC delegation was headed
'by the group's chairman Philip
Cleary (A&S '69), who is also
a member of the State Executive
Committee. Clearly's underlings
included Steve MacDonald (A&S
71), Jim Murphy (A&S 71), Charles Steele (A&S 70), Stan Ragalevsky (A&S 70), James Crowley (A&S 72), and Michael O'Con-

nor (A&S

72).

commented. "At this, point it
would be virtually impossible to
change the requirement by second
semester," but the importance of
the question called for lengthy
discussion which would have to
begin

as soon as possible.

The EPC also decided to drop
the fee previouslyrequired of students who wished to change
course or major.
The committee felt that "the
imposition of a fee hindered a
tudent's freedom to change," according to John Rau, student repto the EPC.
The EPC's meetings are closed
to the public, and the Heights consequently could not report the
meeting directly.

In a continuing series of visiting artists sponsored by the Humanities
Series, Miss Lisa Toff demonstratesthe process of silk-screening. The
Humanities Series will be presenting artists and craftsmen In the
visual and folk arts throughout the year in McElroy foyer.
Photo by Dan Natchek
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picker'sstrike

By Paul Droesch

The "third story" of the California grape strike was aired last Monday at an open
forum sponsored by the BC chapter of 'the grape eating' Young Americans for Freedom.
The main speaker at the event was former insurance salesman and sometime grape
picker Jose Mendoza, the General Secretary of the Agricultural Workers Freedom to
Work Association. Mendoza, a farm worker for two of his thirty seven years, claimed that
he represented neither the Union nor the growers, but those workers who were opposed
to the strike.
He stated that the farm workers for the sale of much land of sevceives his money from indepenwere in fairly good shape, earning eral large farms, and the resultdent contributors as well as from
"3, 4, even 5 dollars an hour" ing layoffs of farm workers. This
the National Right to Work Com-

(though he had no figures to prove
this claim) and that they are
being hindered only by the striking United Farm Workers Organizing Committee, and their

leader, Cesar Chavez.
Mendoza ran into a considerable amount of opposition from
people in the audience, however.
For example, when he claimed
that only two percent of the farm
workers in the Delano area (center of the strike) support the
Union, Marcos Munos, Boston representative of the United Farm
Workers, read a list of results
of the union elections held thus
far; the union won all of them by
extremely wide margins.
Mendoza also intimated that
the growersprovided almostsumptuous quarters and living conditions for the workers. An unidentified member of the audience, who had recently returned
from Delano, disputed this claiming that the conditions were quite
deplorableand that, in some cases
even the most basic utilities, such
as toilets in the field, were not
provided.

Later in the evening, Munos,
disputing Mendoza's allegation
that workers make up to $5 per
hour, read the latest statistics
from the California Department
of Labor stating that table grape
pickers (1500 of whom are on
strike) average only $1.60 an hour
and $2300 a year. Munos admitted
that for six weeks during, the
year when the crop is being harvested, pickers can earn about
$4 per hour, but the rest of the
year they receive much less.
Mendoza also blamed the union

statement was disputed, however,
by Peter Flynn of the United
Farm Workers who said that the

reason for the sale of land

was,

for the most part, the offer by the
Federal Government to give free
irrigation water to all farms of
less than 600 acres.
Toward the end of the meeting, the question of Right To Work
laws in general and specifically
Mendoza'sfinancial sources came
up. Mendoza claimed that he r»-

mittee. Under questioning from
Ed Kelly (A&S '69) of SCC, however, Mendoza and Mr. Morris
Carroll of the Mass. Right to
Work Committee were forced to
admit that much of the National
Right to Work Committee's monies come from industry, and that
much of the Agricultural Farm
Workers Right to Work Committee's financial support comes,
at least indirectly, from the growers.

raFtaifcuelstyaddition

ofto
14
students
U
AS

Step two has now been completed: the faculty has ratified the
University Academic Senate's
amendment calling for fourteen

students to be included in its
membership.
Voting last Monday and Tuesday, the faculty passed the
amendment by more than 3-1 ma-

jority. About 56 per cent of the
643 eligible faculty members cast
theri ballots: 270 in favor and 88
against.
George O'Toole, the only undergraduate senator at present, noted
that "We only lost one precinct,"
and that unanimously, (the A&S
Evening School voted 2-0 against).

It was not even close anywhere
else.
The A&S faculty voted 104 to 57
in favor, while a previous touchy
spot, the School of Education,
went 331 yea and 5 nay. The complete breakdown is as follows:

School
Elig. Yes No
A&S Grad.
321
A&S Evening
202
337 104 57
A&S
CBA
44 28 2
Education
53 31 5
Law
24 15 7
64 27 5
Nursing
Philosophy
5
4 0
Grad. Sch. of
Social Work
29 17 0
Theology
17 7 4
Non-Teaching
65 35 5
Faculty
Totals

643 270 88

The results came as no surprise to anyone, raising hopes that
perhaps the UAS will have most
of the say and most of the power
in the affairs of Boston College.
The final step will support or refute that claim as the measure
now goes to the Board of Directors.
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Oh'Cosnlteitfdrm alk;

Steuadsr ock discussion
lDr.

on "The Psyhcology of DormiBy Michael Lynott
O'Conell lounge often hosts tory Life." What evolved instead
groups of students discussing was an evening of informal disdormitory life. But the group cussion with a very personable
which met there on Wednesday and interested doctor whose rapevening Nov. 20 claimed an export with the group demonstrated
traordinary chairman.
his long-time association with stuDr. John Sturrock, University dents.
psychiatrist, graduate of Oxford
After putting several questions
University, and nephew of Austo the rather small gathering to
tralian yachtsman Jock Sturrock determine its general make-up,
(Captain of America's Cup conDr. Sturrock received questions
tenders Gretel and Dame Patty) from the floor.
was present ostensibly to lecture
His first set of questions and

FL.Beaileyviews

answers dealt with dorm life in
general. He commented earlier
in the discussion that success in
dorm life was largely a matter of
what each individual brought with
him to the experience, and also
what ?he expected from it. He
recounted that he had been quite
happy to spend a year in Antarctica at close quarters with fourteen compatriots, and objected to
spending a week-end in a spacious
hotel suite with an assigned room-

mate.
When questioned concerning the
impact of an institution's physical

on an individual resident,
he remarked that it could have
a certain slight negative effect if
the necessities of life (proper
By Charles Barry
light, heat, soundproofing, etc.)
Associate Editor
were lacking, but it could add
Speaking on "Justice and the Press," F. Lee Bailey, little to the atmosphere.
He readily agreed
several
Boston's noted criminal lawyer, told an overflow audience students' suggestionswith
concerning
at Newton College of the Sacred Heart that after completing student control of most aspects
its function of aiding in the apprehension of a criminal, freeof student resident life?choice of
dom of the press should be "diminished but not eliminated." building, choice of roommates,
Atty. Bailey expressed the probboard and at times the fulcrum" and even added his own unsolicilem of press coverage in legal for those lawyers pleading that ted approval of coeducational
dorms.
proceedings in terms of"a collitneir clients have not had a fair
Dr. Sturrock then turned to the
sion of amendments." The first
amendment, he pointed out, says trial. In that case, he observed topics of inter-personal and comthat freedom of speech shall not press men and photographers
be inhibited in any way; while the were within 18 inches of the jury
a
sth and the 14th amendments box, and jumping around 'like
jack
in
the
box."
verybody
state that
is entitled to
The judge ruled that because
a "fair trial" in federal and state
of the lack of decorum in the
courts.
Quoting Justice Frankfurter's court room, due process had been
denied to Shepherd. The case,
definition of the phrase "Due Prohowever,
made no provisions for
cess of law," Atty. Bailey said
pre-trial provisions.
"unfolding
process
that it was an
One important reason to mainthat was related to the times by
tain
our freedom of the press,
the constant interpreation of the
people charged with the process," even if abusive, Bailey mentioned,
is that it serves to obtain a new
namely the Supreme Court Justrial in a system where "innotices.
cence
will win nothing." Arty.
present
legal
system
The
Mr.
Bailey
went
on record as supportBailey went on is "unable to guaring "the right to say what you
anything
antee
more than fairness." Defining fairness as the want to say anytime, anyplace,
guarantee to an unprejudiced for everybody."
He doubted the Gideon decision
jury, Atty. Bailey said the press
coverage of events such as the of 1963 which stated that if a perslaying of JFK, RFK, Dr. Martin son didn't have a lawyer, then
Luther King, Jr., and Lee Harvey he was not given a fair trial and
Dr. John
Oswald made it nearly impossible was entitled to another day in
to obtain what could be called an court. This reversed the decision
of 1942 in Betz vs. Brady which munal relationships, and stated
unprejudiced jury.
In order to be unprejudiced in said basically "no money, no lawthat since students of a given
cases of this magnitude, Atty. yer," and Bailey termed that de- dorm house did not dine together,
cision "a product of sheer stuBailey remarked, "you must setheir next best recourse for compidity."
lect a person who is totally uninmunal relaxation was to drink toformed, ignorant, illiterate, and
Concluding his remarks Atty. gether. He approved of this, and
who doesn't turn on the boob box Bailey said that "the right of thought that the university ought
at 11 P.M."
communication is far too precious to at least tacitly approve of it.
Dr. Sam Shepherd, Bailey to be entrusted to the most noble
On the topic of student power,
charged, "was crucified by the of judges, lawyers or politicians." the Australian-born psychiatrist
press" and termed that trial a
Answering a question which commented that there was no
"mockery of justice." Reporting asked why he refused to defend question as to its existence; the
that he had filed a $141,000,000 James Earl Ray, Bailey replied question was "How can it best be
suit against Scripps Howard for that he had known Dr. King as a utilized?" He answered his own
running an 8 column editorial friend and "would feel embarquestion by advising that adminwith headlines in caps on the assed to explain to Dr. King's wife istrators are unique individuals
front page stating that Shepherd and children what he was doing." with their own hang-ups, and
must be convicted because "you He also maintained that he might
should be treated as such. Only
can't let a guilty rich man get off be burdened by a subconscious through personal contact would
just because he is rich," Bailey
urge to bring Dr. King's killer, students make any significant
remarked "I might not win the not necessarily Ray, brought to gains in their aspirations.
case, but I'll give a lot of people justice.
nightmares before I lose it,"and
In conclusion, Bailey said that
he further stated that he was if he is appointed
to defend a pertired of "scurrilous and cowardly son who he knows is guilty he
has
editorials."
an obligtaion by the code of ethics
The Shepherd Case, Bailey of his profession to
defend that
commented, was the "springman until his guilt is proven.

a collision

of amendments

plant
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There are a number of disad-

By Michael Brady

News Staff
"Unless there is a drastic
change in planning priorities, I
can't see any indoor sports facilities being built for a long, long
time." Thus Mr. William Flynn,
director of the Athletic Association, summed up the weaknesses
of the present athletic plant and
the policy the A.A. is using to
balance these weaknesses.
According to Mr. Flynn the
ideal answer to BC's sports deficiencies would be a new athletic
building which would accomodate
track facilities, more squash and
handball courts, more and larger
weight and wrestling rooms, and
most significantly (as viewed
from student use) more basketball courts.
However, the demands of other
areas of the University for buildings (a new library, a Fine Arts
Center and a high rise dorm complex) make another sports building unlikely in terms of available
money and space. This makes it
likely that such sports as swimming and gymnastics will never
make it at BC except at the expense of some sport already occupying space in Robert's Center.
Since there is little chance of

vantages to using outdoor sports

faculties. The first is the weather,
which makes outdoor courts unusable for about half the academic
year. Also, in the case of the
playing fields, the only time the
turf can be revitalized is in the
winter months. This makes conservation extremely difficult. A
recent survey commissioned by
the maintenance department
showed that the peat based fields
would need about two or three
years to be completely refurbished.
Besides inadequacies in physical space, the A.A. also suffers
from a lack of supervisory personel. This is especially true in
the A.A. directed intramural program. Football games are restricted to touch with a great deal
of blocking and other kinds of
contact disallowed. Intramural
hockey is even more limited.
The use of present facilities is
further complicated by the fact
that both Roberts and McHugh
serve multiple purposes. Roberts
is the location of most University
special events (candidates,
groups, etc). An event for any
time of the day usually means
Roberts will be closed to most
student activity that day. McHugh is booked by private organizations and local schools so that
student skating is often at inconvenient times, although rink officials try to keep certain hours
open for students on Wednesday
through Saturday nights.
Present plans for new facilities
include two more tennis courts,
two aditional outdoor basketball
courts, and another intramural
field to be located in the area now
being filled in in the back of
Alumni Stadium. However, this
is also the area where the new
dorms will be built and according
to Mr. Flynn no master plan has
yet been formulated for the disposition of the land. Until the
master plan has been worked out,
the quickest and simplest way
Sturrock
no new outdoor facilities can be
Photo by George Rezk
built.
enlarging present indoor facilities,
To increase indoor facilities in
the A.A. has shifted its emphasis available, the A.A. has requested
to the outdoor areas available on the physical program committee
campus. These presently include to include locker and exercise
six tennis courts, two intramural rooms either in the new dorms or
fields and two outdoor basketball else to include an athletic buildcourts available to BC students ing building in the complex. This
at any time.
could possibly free space now
Also, there is the soccer field used in Roberts for new sports
and the freshman team areas (the uses or for additions to existing
large fields at Beacon St.and the facilities.
Res. which are available whenever varsity teams are not using
them. Commander Shea Field
can be used in the baseball off
\u25a0
season, while Alumni Stadium (as'
is the policy with all colleges) is
not allowed for any use except
varsity games and matches and
special events approved by the
secretary of the University.

f

Every Sunday
afternoon

rldppy

hour

Tryouts For The Junior Show

Research in Boston Libraries for Professionals, Scholars, Writers:

REPORTS WRITTEN
Contact

?

Paul McGerigle, 63 Cfaanning Rd., Watertown, Mass.

"Sweet Charity"
(A musical comedy by Neil Simon)

Tryouts after Thanksgiving Vacation
Watch for further details!! *

from 1 to 5 P.M.

at

OTHERS
122 HARVARD AVENUE. ALLSTON. MASS.
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CORM...

(Continued from Page 1)
reported that three people had
spent $106 for a trip to a convention at Bridgeport.
Another figure that appears in
CORM's budget that causes some
raised eyebrows is the $800 expenditure for the publication of the

Upper Heights. Residents question the necessity of having an
Upper Heights, because they feel
it does not publish current news

items; and that any resident news
can be more effectively communicated by The Heights.
Residents at Boston College
further question whether CORM
has implemented an effective
House System, or if they have
created a token system which will
not challenge their power.
The feeling often reflected by
residents is that the individual
house should elect its own officers, run its own functions, and
take care of its own budget.
The present system, however,
is run on this democratic principle: Article HI sect. 3 of
CORM's unratified Constitution
states that CORM "is an autonoand no ormous organization
ganization may set itself above
the Council of Resident Men in an
attempt to assume any, part, or
all of the responsibilities this
Council has to the Resident men."
The main challenge to CORM's
power in recent years on the upper campus has been the creation of MiddleEarth Coffee House.
The idea of a University Coffee
House was proposed by the Sodality, the idea was brought before CORM and a standing committee was set up to explore the
possibilities of such an organization. It was at the very beginning
that the present power struggle
between CORM and Middle Earth

...

began.

The Sodality wanted to create
a University Coffee House in
which the cultural gap that exists
on campus could be closed and
where the commuters and resident students could get together.
CORM's conception of Middle
Earth was that it should "provide a cheap date" for resident
students. They tried to propose
a discotheque atmosphere and decided that the Coffee House would
only provide entertainment for
resident students with dates.
The Coffee House was started
with a shaky $200 loan by a small
group doing all the work and
stressing the "permanence and
professionalism" advocated by
the Sodality view, rather than the
"experimental, partial view" of
CORM.

Following this basic philosophical conflict, came a battle over
the rights of bookings, advertising, dates and hours open, and
the battle royale over who kept
the profits. Middle Earth was
forced to throw any profits back
into the improvement of the organization so that they would not
have to be relinquished.
At the end of the 1967 school
year, Rene Durand of Middle
Earth had gained the permission
of Fr. Hanrahan, and was given

5
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tember, the Committee appointed
by Congress to investigate the

situation decided that the conflict should be resolved by the
two organizations.
The issue reportedly breaks
down to whether Middle Earth
which employs 60 to 80 people who
work 300-400 man hours per week
to provide professional and motivated entertainment can be controlled by an outside source.
A joint statement drawn up by
Fr. Cheney, Moderator of Middle
Earth, and Fr. Caulfield, Moderator of CORM, which will explain
the necessity of the independence
of Middle Earth, is forthcoming.

The heads of the family convene.

Newspapers are obscene...
paper's problem has been not the
(Contlnued from Page 1)
CPS story and from the Cardinal's administrationbut its printer. At
literary selections. The paper's New York's City's Hunter Coladvisor (or general manager, in lege, for example, the job printer
bureaucratic lingo) claimed the who handles many of the city's
editors had violated their contract small college papers refused to
with their printer. Since he had print the Envoy's first edition this
no power to fire the staff, but does fall because a story about the
Chicago Democratic convention
Mike Mastronardi, the founder of control the paper's funds, the adcontained the word "
."
Louis
the
saldynasty
visor,
Berman,
a
cut
aries of three top editors whom The paper got another printer.
a summer job on campus to enhe considered responsible for the
In Putney, Vt., last week, the
able him to serve the "Upward story.
printer of the Lion's Roar had reBound" project. CORM objected
At Purdue University the situa- fused to print any more issues of
however, because they felt it was tion is even more serious this the paper. In a letter to the presian infringement on their power, week. Editor-in-chief William dent of Windham College, which
and thus the Coffee House was Smoot was removed.from his posipublishes the paper, the printer
closed for the whole summer.
said the Lion's Roar was "not the
tion by the school's Vice PresiIn April, 1968, CORM voted 8-7 dent for Student Affairs, who type of publication we choose to
to recognize Middle Earth as an claimed in his firing letter that print." He objected to a Liberaindependent organization. By the the Exponent had violated jourtion News Service article on"The
forementioned Art. 11l Sec. 3 ,of nalistic codes and "offended the Myth of Vaginal Organism" and
the CORM Constitution this vote sensibilities of the public."
a cartoon about LBJ and the
fell short of the % vote needed to
The offensive item in this case credibility gap."
permit an organization other than was a column critical of the UniHis refusal to print nearly deCORM to sunply any type of serv- versity president: "Regarding a stroyed the small paper finanices to resident students.
vicious rumor concerning Presicially, since he owned the only
In May, 1968, Ed Giardina, dent Novde
let us set the offset press in Putney and if even
General Manager of Middle record straight. Our president is one issue of the paper were canEarth, not recognizing Article 111 not anal-retentive
he dumped celled the loss in advertising revof CORM's Constitution as valid, on students just last week," the enue would have been a disaster.
approached the Undergraduate column opened.
Other printers are more subtile;
Congress and presented the three
Although the aclministration they just change the parts they
required statements that necessimandate provided that a new don't like. In a CPS story about
tate that Congress recognize them editor should be chosen by the the Democratic convention which
Exponent's senior staff members, quoted Realist editor Paul Krasas a student activity.
the 15 members of the senior edi- ner telling a story about LBJ deUndergraduate
Congress
The
torial board said the paper's edi- fending the war: ("Son those
appointed a Commission to examine the situation between torial policy would be the same commies are saying, '
you Lyndon Johnson,' and nobody
CORM and Middle Earth at which with or without Smoot.
you, Lyndon JohnAt a number of schools, the says, '
time school ended.
Last Summer, in spite of CORM,
Middle Earth remained open to
serve the summer session. They
were open every night and gained
Until last year, Eugene O'Neill's
"More Stately Mansion" opens
what the Board of Governors of "More Stately Mansions" was not tomorrow at the resident theatre's
permitted on the American stage. playhouse
Middle Earth termed "great exin the Fenway Theatre.
perience, operational knowledge, Now, finally, this American clascontinues through Dec. IS.
It
prestige, and physical improvesic may be seen, and will receive
Set in Massachusetts overa cenment in the organization."
its New England premiere at tury ago,
"More Stately ManWhen school resumed this SepTheatre Company of Boston.
sions" tells of a man torn between
his mother's love and that of his
wife. This peculiar triangle points
up O'Neill's recurring theme: the
attorney in September. Campus he loses both his innocence and evil that possessions wreak on
their possessors.
police conducted the investigation his happiness."
identity
participants
the
in
of
of
O'Neill intended this drama to
Captain Hook and the pirates
the nude dance sequence. Albe part of his massive 9-play
represented
police
as
in
the
are
though university officials reportcycle. He died, however, leaving
edly asked the D.A.'s office not play, Mrs. Darling (mother of
only "Touch of a Poet" and
to press charges, they took no heroine Wendy) as "a cross between a Tennessee Williams charofficial stand against the censoracter and Mrs. Robinson," and
ship.
(Continued from Page 1)
Gordon said his version of Mr. Darling as "a henpecked sha"Peter Pan" was an attempt to dow of a man."
curred by the MBTA in the 20
"emphasize some parts of the orThe director has received hunyears since its inccorporation undreds of letters from across the
iginal covered up by Mary Marcountry ranging from praise for der state control.
tin." He said he believed the teleAnother argument is the work"enlightening the parochially provision musical version overshadvincial Midwest" to pleas "to reers' right to fair wages. Their
owed the more meaningful assocpent the sin."
iation in the original.
contract expires on Jan. 1, and
"We presented the idea that
He termed the experience, of the SDS contends that the fare
Peter Pan had been pretty much prosecution a loss of innocence. hike and change in wages should
destroyed by his society," Gordon
"One thing I have learned
have no bearing on one another,
told the Daily Cardinal. "It's a there is no such thing as paranoia that decent wages should not be
story about a man attempting to everyone is out to get everyone considered "incompatible, with no
1
achieve happiness;
effort
tHaV'the'

...

...

?

campus.
But according to the director,
Stuart Gordon, the charges may
he dismissed, and legal action is
at a temportary standstill.
Gordon, who has presented several other plays at the University,
is charged with obscenity because
of the appearance of nude dancers
in his adaptation of J.M. Barries
classic. Carolyn Purdy, who allegedly appeared in the nude in
one sequence, is also charged with
obscenity.
The play was closed down after
two performances by the campus

*pd*Qe--end~4fee"Ma<li6en* district

sentence patently absurd.
More than one student editor
has opened his paper in the morning to discover censorship by the
printer. Last month the Daily
Californian in Berkeley which ran
a story about a pamphlet being
distributed on a campus by radical political groups, discovered
that their printer had a fondness
for dashes in the middle of some
words.
Most of the trouble with printers
comes from small jobbers who
edit all the copy their typesetters
set and have set themselves up as
protectors of decency in the
printer word.
Lou Sokall, manager of Alert
Printing Company in New York
City, which handles 20 local student papers, said it all: "Somewhere down along the line somebody has to say something about
smut. I'm just trying to do something to protect those nice people
who still cringe when they see the
word (
) in print."
It's all very reminiscent of
Mayor Daley, yelling at Connecticut Senator Ribicoff to "go
himself" on the floor of the Democratic convention, and then complaining piously about demonstrators outside bad-mouthing cops.

preOTs'NCnetiBls?Mansions?

Peter Pan busted for obscenity
MADISON, Wis. (CPS)
Hearings will begin next week on
charges of obscenity against a
play director and dancerwho performed an original "Peter Pan"
on the University of Wisconsin

son' and gets away with it"), the
printer of the Stetson University
Reporter cut out the entire phrase
you," making the whole
"

"More Stately Mansions". "Poet"
has long been considered one of
O'Neill's best plays, and now
"More Stately Mansions" can
take its place beside it
Featured in Theatre Company
of Boston's production are Penelope Allen as the wife, Jane Hoffman as the mother, and Larry
Bryggman as the man trapped between them.
Tickets for "More Stately Mansions" may be obtained from
Theatre Company of Boston, 136
Massachusetts Aye., or phone 426-6609.

b
MBTA ust...

?

question is not one of a "fare
raise versus worse service."
At BC, a coalition of SCC, SDS,
and the Commuters' Council submitted to Mayor White a petition,
in the form of a telegram, signed
by 700 students, calling for no increase in fares, better wages and
working conditions for transit employees, improved transit facilities, and an end to the MBTA

debt.
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Editorials:

service, not politics
There are a number of facts which the
Council of Resident Men must recognize if
it is to begin to serve the resident students.
1. The resident students are not a small
group of neglected individuals who need
strong, centralized organization to get the
basic amenities of life from an at best forgetful administration. Although there are
areas of student life at Boston College
which are totalling and shamelessly ignored, splintered action by a segment of the
students will only serve to eliminate the
possibility of change. The obvious conclusion from this is that either the new student government is the one and only student "political" organization, or that
CORM should establish its authority over
the UGBC.
2. The opposite fact of group action is
true for the House System. When a physi
cally defined group, such as a "house", is
set up, the most effective way of developing a rich and meaningful life for the individuals in that group is by allowing them
to create their own environment. This cannot be done if the "house" is a single voting member in an organization which determines the basic rules of behavior for
those individuals who make up the house.

iGONNa

In other words, the "resident community"
is a fatuous fabrication as a group and a
porous substitute for th ereal life groups
which are the houses.
3. There are numerous legitimate functions which only a centralized organization
can accomplish for the houses. Thesefunctions have certain characteristics which
have not been recognized: first, they are
service functions, not governing functions;
second, they are determined by those
whose needs they should fill; and, third,
they must be needs which are not already
being met by other functionaries. The immediate example of CORM's misconception of its service function is the so-called
social life engineered for the resident students. Besides being postulated on the
needs of the monolith "resident community", it could be and is done more effeciently and economically by the Social Commission.
There is a serious reconsideration called
for from the Council of Resident Men.
Given an honest concern for its constituents, it can become the appreciated service organization it always should have
been.
J.D.G.

hard, domestic decisions
A new library is a part of the future. It
is essential for the vital activities for BC
as a center of learning must be founded on
such basic developments as a suitable facility to support that learning.
A realization familiar to both teacher
and student is how great is the education
that occurs outside the classroom. How obvious it is to note the importance of a fully
supplied and available library in promoting
this kind of education!
In so far as the university presents the
wisdom of the past in order that its lessons may not be forgotten, a library is essential as the keeper of its records. In so
far as the university encourages the study
of the present, a library can be the gathering point for much of its information and
insofar as the university prepares for the
future, a library can be the scene of the
intellectual activity of those who will shape
the future.
While it may seem to belabor the obvious to dwell on the importance of a library, the lesson can be forgotten. A new
library is indeed, part of the future here
at BC, but a future that will follow the
building of at least two other structures
before the situation can be corrected.
Perhaps the most recent public statement of the situation was made at Fr.
Joyce's appearance at a Middle Earth "Firing Line" lecture some weeks ago. At that
time, Fr. Joyce affirmed that both a fine
arts and an administrative center were to
precede the construction of a new library.
What sort of considerations went into
this decision are unknown, for this was a
decision that was not made by the university, but rather by only the smallest portion of it. This was indeed an executive
decision. Yet this is the kind of decision
that will most definitely shape the academic climate here for some time to come.
Questions such as this have long been reserved as the proper sphere of the admin-

/CORf* hME SEEN ThiNKiNG. UJrRE

istrative structure of a university. The rationale usually takes some shape as a hope
that the administration will be able to
avoid the parochial and political interests
of other elements of the university in the
greater interests of the university as a
whole.
In this spirit, the President reviewed
the situation and established priorities.
Perhaps this is a failure of public relations,
but those priorities (arrived at, it is supposed, by the most objective means) do
not seem to reflect the greaterneeds of the
university.
Some question may be raised about a
fine arts center. There is a need for such
a facility as this at BC, and plans to provide an adequate auditorium for the performing arts, for instance, can only be applauded.

_

Yet is that need surpassing that for the
library essential to the function of the entire university? And is the need for an administrative center so great that it may
preceed the construction of both of these?
At the very least, these are questions
that deserve university-wide discussion.
More probably they would bear the consideration of a suitably representative decision-making body.
One of the lessons of the world is that it
is in the hard economic and domestic decisions that the conditions of much intellectual and spiritual life are determined.
In the case of the university, there are few
more effective controls of the future than
the determination of how its thin resources
are applied to its many needs.
As this university goes about its business, it would be well to reconsider just
how such decisions as construction priorities are made. It would not be inappropriate in the same spirit to ask the University
Academic Senate to consider such hard
questions as this as it sets about the search
for its peculiar identity.
JJ-t-F,

SELL TA
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Letters...Letters

YAF seeks freedom
To the Editor:
A University, some wouldmaintain, is a place wherein the Truth
is sought and discovered by the
free interplay of ideas in an atmosphere of mutual respect. Without this respect, dialogues and/or
debate degenerate into more
shouting matches, in which the
loudest voices, not the deepest
minds reign supreme.
Unfortunately, this very thing
happened last Monday (11/18) at
a lecture on the California grape
strike by Mr. JoseMendoza which
was presented under the auspices
of BC Young Americans For
Freedom. During the question period following Mr. Mendoza's talk,
certain people in the audience
often tried (and sometimes succeeded) to disrupt the orderly
procedure of business by shouting
out questions without recognition
from the chair or by arguing with
other members of the audience

who, at that time, held the floor.
While I hesitate to conjecture
why these people came to the lecture, nevertheless I must say that
I consider their conduct reprehensible and hardly in the best interests of the orderly exchange of
ideas on this vital manner, which
YAF atempted to provideby sponsoring Mr. Mendoza. And so, on
behalf of these people, I would
like to extend an apology to all
who attendedthe talk out of a sincere desire to hear or debate the
other side of the question.
Finally, I would like to take this
opportunity to publicly thank Mr.
Peter Flynn and Mr. Arthur
Lyons, S.J., both of whom have
been active in this area as volunteers in support of the grape boycott, and who played the part of
Devil's advocate for us.
Philip E. Cleary (A&S '69)
Chairman BC-YAF

library

Thanks

To the Editor:

There seems to toe a great deal

of debate concerning the Fine Arts
Center-New Library choice. While
the desire for the Library is certainly understandable, I think
there is a logical alternative
which received only cursory mention in last week's issue.
I am referring to the plan to
convert Bapst Auditorium into
stack space. While this step would
only serve to put off the immediate need for a new library, it
would give us a four-year reprieve. We could then proceed to
build the Fine Arts Center (possibly including a new auditorium
for dramatic productions). The
construction of a library would
immediately ensue. In this way
we can fulfill thatrole of the university in the arts and simultaneously provide adequate study

facihties for its students.
William MacDonald

A&5*72

To the Editor:
So often students receive blame
for their behavior, but may I sincerely commend the students of
the School of Education who so
generously and with a pleasure
rose to meet an emergency due
to the overflow of guests at the
Parent's Weekend Communion
Breakfast
These students without any faculty suggestions took a situation
and brought it to a happy conclusion for many who would have
been a little embarrassed having
to stand and wait until the needed appurtenances were assembled.
Congratulations to the School of
Education for the fine display of
involvement!
Sister Josephina C.S.J.

.Professor-
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eClcBtioAns?: farce?
This year the freshman elections to the Senate were shabily
run and were a complete farce.
The freshmen of CBA were illinformed about the candidates
running for office and only two
alternatives were left to them:
not to vote or to vote arbitrarily.
230 of the 450 freshmen in CBA
chose not to vote. Were they just
disinterested? I don't think so.
It would be closer to the truth
to say that these students thought
it more prudent to abstain from
voting rather than to cast their
vote arbitrarily.
Of the 220 that chose the second
alternative, some incredulous
criteria were used to justify their
votes. The majority of those who
voted, voted the way they did
because of the advice of some
classmate. If you asked them if
they knew anything about the
candidates of their choice they
could not answer. A good deal
couldn't even recognize their candidate by sight.
This lack of information was
not only predominant among the
voters, but among the candidates
themselves. Several of the major
candidates knew nothing of the
elections until the day prior to
nomination. As a result, they were
caught wholely unprepared. Most
of them knew little or nothing
about the offices they were running for. For the most part, they
tried to fake it, planning to find
out what they were elected for
after the election.
Another weakpoint of the election was that the campaigns were
short and poorly organized. The
only median available to the candidates for communication with
the students was the flyer. No assembly was scheduled in which
the candidates could present their
ideas and their personalities to
the voters.
As of yet I am unaware of who
was responsible for this mess;
or should I say irresponsible?
But, if I may, I would like to
offer a few suggestions so that
the future CBA elections will not
follow the same pattern. Firstly,

elections should be scheduledwell
in advance to allow those interested in running for office to
prepare themselves. Secondly, an
assembly should be scheduled
there should be a campaign week
in which the candidates could
speak to their fellow classmates.
Thirdly, the Sophomore Senators
shoud have a meeting with the
candidates to inform them of the
powers and responsibilities of
each office, and of the application
of these powers.
Sincerely,
Healy

Martin

quagmire

feast?
To the Editor:
When I read Animal Farm I
thought it was interesting.
When I ate dinner in McElroy
Commons Thursday I knew it
was true.
Quincy Filian
A & S '72

of triviality

To the Editor:

however, that it has delayed or

Having just returned from my
first CORM meeting I now wonder

stifled movement to the mythical
house system while thwarting attempts by myself and other
freshmen representatives to discover the inner workings of the

if this resident governing body
serves as the upper Heights polisci club or wants to help improve
the living conditions of the resident community.
The meeting tonight was undoubtedly one of the finest examples of parliamentary process
in the governing systems of the
Western World. The CORM machinery has functioned so well,

body.
Despite the ideal of self-govern-

ment for the houses, our constitution cannot define the powers of
Claver 2 towards self-governgovernment. We were told that
any move in this direction would

cheeringly yours
men, an dtheir hearts are true,
To the Editor:
In reply to your inquest of a and the towers on the heights
few weeks back as to the "offi- reach the heavens own blue. For
cial version" of "For Boston," I Boston, for Boston, till the echoes
would like to set you straight on ring again!"
a few things.
I hope you will commit these
First of all, if you will recall lyrics to memory and sing them
back a few months to a sunny at the next game. I also hope
week in September, Orientation that you, and all the other Frosh
Week, the last scheduled event will support the athletic teams
of that week was "University and not let the upperclassmen's
Meeting No. 4: Rally, McHugh
apathy, which they consider sophiForum." This, as well as all the stication, set in on you.
meetings that week, was classiShow your support for the teams
fied as obligatory for all freshmen.
The purpose of this rally was
tow fold: to privode a necessary
break from the traditionally boring lectures that freshmen are
To the Editor:
subjected to during every OrienThere has been much talk and
tation, and also to imbue in the
Class of 1972 the school spirit for emotion this year over, about, or
which BC has always been noted. because of the Council of Resident
The words to both "For Boston" Men. especially in their relation
and the "Alma Mater" were to the newly-founded Undergradutaught to the Frosh at that rally,
my
as well as many of the cheers ate Goverment. Because of
Council,
on
the
years
two
the
that are used at the games.
and
involvecontinued
interest
For your benefit, and sorry to
ment I've had in BC's governsay, for the benefit of many upperclassmen who never bothered ment in the past, and the pergained as a result
to learn the words to the most spective I've
year of study in
junior
of
my
famous "fight" song in the BosBelgium, I venture to add my
ton area, the words are as folthoughts to this already too large
lows:
Boston,
"For Boston, for
We heap of verbiage.
sing our proud refrain!" For BosI believe that CORM cannot
ton, for Boston, 'Tis wisdom's function under its present constiearthly fane. For here men are tution, a constitution never rati-

Can we write your editorials?
To the Editor:
Last week, for the third time
this year, a story about the Student Coordinating Committee appeared filled with gross misunderstandings. I have refrained from
using "lies" or "inaccuracies"
however, because the word "misunderstanding" is the word most
applicable to the work generally
produced by the Heights staff.
With seemingly little general
knowledge of the political and social background in whose context the university operates, the
group finds it most suitable to
comment on the architectural

7

compatibility of possible buildings attempt to make yourself irreland the inadvertent abuse of symevant.
wording
plaque
in
the
of
a
All of which brings us back to
bolism
flagpole.
Many
original statement about misof
have
my
on a
us
read Mircea Eliade on symbolism, understandings. Most of the reand it is axiomatic .to say that ports on the SCC center on the
buildings should serve people's author's personal misconceptions
needs. But who cares?
of what we are doing?which is
really
What
matters is the only indicative of the fact that
systematic destruction of thouthe newspaper does not know
by
sands of once viable minds this what it is doing. To be brief, what
agglomeration of buildings eupheSCC is doing is trying to get as
mistically termed' a college (I many people as possible involved
in those decisions which intimatehaven't the heart to call it a unily affect their lives.
versity). This is what's happening
Things like?what they're being
in this school now. Certainly this
trainedfor, where the money they
is news.
live on is coming from, and what
But most of the people on the is expected of them in return;
Heights staff do not seem to what they are being taught, who
realize this. They have a job to they will have to step on to get
do. They have to put out a 16 or where they've been told they want
20 page tabloid once a week and to go, what wars they'll end up
that's work. But there is no confighting and why. These are the
sciousness of the fact that a newsthings we're into. We feel they
paper is a tool, not a goal. To preare important?at least as imtend that it can be neutral is to portant as a plaque on a flagpole.
blind oneself to reality. The atJoin us.
tempt to achieve complete obPeace,
jectivity-> and detachment is an
- '\u25a0?' 'JamesCronin

by singing along when the band
plays "For Boston" and also joining in with the cheeleaders after

all they are there to encourage
you to cheer, not just to her themselves cheer.
Cheeringly yours,
Jane Dooley
Education '71
If you don't consider this letter
worth printing, please publish the
words of the song, for they are
well worth printing.
Thank you.

be unconstitutional since CORM's
unseen constitution forbade this.
Just last night, however, it was
discovered that CORM's constitution had never been ratified
by the resident body. I think
that our own house-ratified constitution would be more valid than
CORM's unratified and invisible

one.
CORM has kept us ignorant
both of itself and of committees
such as the Judicial Board. We
have not read a CORM constitution because they say it is being
revamped to better serve the resident body. We think that CORM
owes it to its constituents to release information concerning how
CORM works and what changes
are being enacted.
There is a wealth of enthusiasm
and talent living in the upper
Heights. With the help of a vibrant organization much can be
done to give responsibility to
those who deserve it, the resident
community. I hope that CORM
can raise itself from the quagmire
of triviality and make significant
moves in this or any direction.
Yours in Christ
David Goetz,
Qaver 2 rep

r rientation
-valutpoweo
fied by a referendum of the resident student body.
Two years ago Michael Mastronardi (then President of CORM)
and Peter Driscoll rewrote
CORM's constitution. At that time,
the almost useless Campus Council was the undergraduate governing body.
The Campus Council was not
only ineffectual, but what was
worse, everyone knew that it was
ineffectual, including some of its
councilors. It was on its way out.
It was also common knowledge
that the University was to be 80%
resident in the near future. Mr.
Mastronardi saw a chance to
make the Council of Resident Men
THE governing body on the
campus and wrote an appropriate
constitution.
The present CORM constitution
is one of power. Just by the tenor
of the document, the words used,
and the purpose and powers assumed, it can be seen that the
CORM was attempting to expand
its sphere of influence.
Article 11, Section 2, under purpose: "To constantly assume
more responsibility, leadership,
and strength on behalf of the
Resident Men ..."
Article in, Section 3 under
powers: "No organization may set
itself above the Council of Residen Men in an attempt to assume
any, part or all of the responsibilities this Council has to the
Resident Men and thereby to the
University without the expressed
approval of the Council of Resident Men by a three-fourths
majority." I question the right of
any organization to make such an
excluding statement. And even allowing their right to do so, one of
their "responsibilities" under purpose Article 11, Section 3 is "To
provide, promote, and stimulate
social, recreational, cultural, and
spiritual activities for the Resident Men."
By this statement anyone supplying any of these services to

the resident men must be permitted to do so by a three-fourths
vote. This wouldincludethe Social
Commission, Cultural Commission, the Chaplain's office, and
by extrapolation the whloe undergraduate government and administration of Boston College.
One last quotation which reflects this power orientation: Article 111, section 3 under powers.
"The Council of Resident Men is
an autonomous organization of
Boston College; responsible only
to the Resident Men under the administration of Boston College for
its actions." The Student Handbook (pages 36) states that the
U.G.B.C. is "the sole recognized
voice of the students at Boston
College." Here is where the problem with CORM's present constitution becomes acute.
Had the Campus Council remained as it was, as ineffectual as
it had been, CORM, by its constitution may well have become
the main governing body on the
campus. But the Campus Council
re-evaluated its position, called a
Constitutional Convention and
from this was engendered the
very strong and effective Undergraduate Government. As a result the whole tenor of Campus
politics has changed.
Two years ago CORM's constitution was a workable document. Today it is outdated, and as
a result conflicts of interests,
crises, and problems are an
everyday affair with CORM.
I believe that to remain an existing body on this campus CORM
must stand back and re-evaluate
its position, especially in relation
to the new undergraduate government. Not only is its present constitution unratified by the resident
men, but it is totally unworkable
and anachronistic considering the
revolution in student government
on this campus in the past year.
Thank you
Rene Durand
A & S '69
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GoVito
dbye,
Vito DeNoia, well-known figure around the halls of McElroy Commons, is leaving Boston College soon to take a new job elsewhere. This news may not mean much to many
readers but to those of us on The Heights staff who have come to know and appreciate
Vito, the pronouncement of his imminent departure has left us with quite a bit of shock,
disbelief and uneasiness.
1922, at the age of sixteen, Vito joined the maintenance staff at
For one thing, Vito is definitely the genuine article. For and his mother arrived in New BC. His first year here was spent
some of us, his departure will York City, where his father had at Lyons Hall. Since that time
signify a certain loss of contact been operating a barbershop. His he has been situated in McElroy
with "realness" which Vito family soon moved to South Boswhere he has really achieved his
exemplifiesand which has become ton where Vito briefly attended fame (but, regrettably, not too
a very precious commodity on Andrew Square School and Bige- much of a fortune). He works the
low School. His education was incollege campuses.
2:30 PM to 11:00 PM shift, MonSecondly, we shall miss Vito's
stabilizing infuence. Through the
SDS incident, through Bill Baird,
through the Great Radical Purge,
through the long cold night of

journalistic moderation, Vito persisted, wheeling in his trash barrel on layout nights, yelling at us
in feigned anger not to leave foodtrays lying around, or ribbing
"George the Polack" about selling the record player to pay the

rent.
Vito Denoia was born 62 years
ago in the small town of Terlizzi,
taly, near Naples. On October 13,

terrupted by the Depression and
Vito began working to help support his family.
He bought his own truck and
went into business for himself

hauling ice and coal and other
supplies. He did some amateur
boxing at the local gym and his
face still bears the marks of
those early years.
In 1949, he went to work for
the Luigi Reppuccio Construction
Company where he was to work
for the next fifteen years. In 1964,
the weight of the jackhammer was
catching up on his age, and Vito

day through Friday.

Vito has four children and 15
grandchildren. He presently lives
alone in an apartment in Brook-

line.
Vito's new job will take him to
the Shriners-Burns Institute on
Blossom Street downtown. For
Vito, the new job means lighter
wortc and more pay.
Vito terms his present job "a
ten-man job." He is responsible
for the daily cleaning and sweeping of all offices in McElroy Commons. Vito says that he sees "a
lot of wild indians around, stealing chairs and furniture, and
wrecking the ceilings."
However, in a more serious
yein, he remarked, "Students are
all right: they're gowing up. They
have to be big shots." Vito said
that he enjoys "the Heights
peonle, especially 'Big Mike'
(Michael Rahill, former Heights
editor) and 'Small Mike* (Michael
Barton, ex-Heights News and As-

sociate Editor)."
Asked if he had any advice for
the college student, Vito replied,
"Keep going to school and mind
your own business!" Vito said
at the only change that he had
noticed at BC in his four years
here is that "a lot of things that
are supposed to be done right
are going in opposite ways."
So long, Vito
and thanks.

....

House System
To the Editor:
That the resident community
is organized in the house system
is a myth perpetuated by the
Council of Resident Men. Although its constitution purports to
set forth a house system, the
present set-up does not even approximate it. In a house system
each house is autonomous in all
its rulings. The Council is meant
to be only an emanation from the
individual houses to discuss intrahouse problems and act as a
representative body of all the
residents when this is needed. It
is in no way considered a governing body.
CORM has been conducting
itself as a governing body. Rulings are passed on from the
Executive Committeeto the House
Chairman, and the rules are
brought back and dictated to the
individual resident on his corridor.
By its constitution "The House
Committees will remain at all
times under the power, jurisdiction, and authority of the Council
of Resident Men." and"The
Council shall reserve the right
to recommend amendments to the
House Rules of Operation; and by
a % vote of the Council, may
actually make the amendment."
This is totally opposed to a house
system philosophy.
The House should be allowed
to govern itself and make its own

rulings in all areas such
parietals, drinking, and use

as
of

dorm rooms. This power should
not be vested in one central body.
How can Southwell and CLX run
on the same parietal rules?
Also, CORM has actually interfered in the efficient running cf
the individual houses. For example, at least four individual
dorms had parietals organized in
September, but no parietals could
be had until after the election of
CORM's officers in October. Is
CORM a hindrance or an aid to
the development of the resident
community?
The house system would also
benefit and accomplish more for
theresident student than the present set-up. Each house would have
its onw social and cultural activities, its own rules of operations,
and its own budget which it could
blow or use to great profit. The
living conditions in each house
would greatly depend upon the
initiative of the individual members of that house. Aand hopefully, some sort of competition
would arise between houses.
I wish CORM would either do
away with this myth of a house
system and expose its totalitarian
activities or that it would put in a
workable and genuine house system.

Joseph Mooney

A & S '69

Photos by George Rezk

toGuided
lns issenting
Brewster
Ybgiavleey'ns

(IP) President Kingman Brewster, Jr., of Vale warned recently

that a university must never let
itself be "captured" by any group
that refuses to be guided by the
"dictates of a conscientious intellect" or by the "discipline of reason."
In his analysis of the mood
of the contemporary college student, President Brewster said
said that "the important new element is not your awareness of and
disgust with the horror of world; praisal."
it is rather your deepening sense
In order to do so, the univerof the difficulty of doing anything sities must meet three requireabout it.
ments, according to the Vale
president, and the whole com"By all odds the most distrubing sense is the fear that the munity must share in honoring
channels for peaceful change have these guide-lines:
L "First, we (i.e., the unibecome clogged. The blockage is
versities)
visible,
crude
and
must avoid capture by
not
like Rusan orthodoxy?radical, reac-

Commuters honor Joyce;
60 at testimonial banquet
The Boston College Commuters
Council sponsored a dinner in
honor of the Very Rev. W. Seavey
dinnerwhich was held in the Faculty Dining Room at McElroy
Commons. The gathering was attended by about sixty members
and friends of the Commuters'
Council.
The meal was followed by welcoming remarks by Mr. Bernard
R. O'Kane (C.B.A. 70), co-chairman of the diner committee, and
Mr. Anthony C. Cliri (C.B.A.
'69), president of the Comuters'

Council.

The guest speaker of the evewas Mr. Robert J. O'Hare,
head of the Bureau of Public Affairs at Boston College. Mr.
O'Hare spoke of the role played
by Fr. Joyce in establishing the
Boston Citizens Seminars and the
Bureau of Public Affairs. The
seminars have been of invaluable
use in fostering better relations
between business and local comning

sian armor in Wenceslaus Square.
It is rather the concentration of
established power which weighs
so heavily against any effort to
challenge things as they are," he
said.
President Brewster went on to
say that "What is of tremendous
importance is that during this
time when needs for fundamental
change find so little response, the
universities should remain a convincing oasis for revolutionaryap-

munities. Furthermore, the reputation of B.C. has been greatly
enhanced by the efective work
performed by the seminars.
Mr. O'Hare's spech waes folconceming the involvement of
lowed by remarks by Fr. Joyce
non-resident students in university activities and affairs.
The President stated that although many day students are involved in campus activities, he
felt concerned that the greater
part of the non-resident students
do not remain on campus to enjoy the benefits that B.C-'s many
organizations offer.
Father Joyce stated that his
office is always open to helpful
suggestions concerning further involvement of the non-resident students.
The dinner committee of ten
members (from the various
schools) was headed by co-chairmen Bernard O'Kane (C.B.A.
70) and Gail Carnegie (Ed. '69).

tionary,

conservative or liberal.

Even the most noble purpose cannot justify destroying the university as a safe haven for the
ruthless examinationof realities.
2. "Second, a university must be
tireless in its insistence that
visceral reaction, no matter how
passionate and well motivated,
does not excuse ducking or rejecting the discipline of reason. If
reasoned persuasion ceases to be
the instrument of competition,
then soon there is no objective
standard by which a better idea
may be tested against the bad
idea. Revolutionary reappraisal
cannot long expect sanctuary
from political interference if
it is not willing to respect reason
rather than emotion or force as
the arbiter.
3. "Third, the university must
protect and encourage the skeptic
while it exposes and discourages
the cynic. If all disagreement is
allowed to be fanned into distrust;
if accusation of ulterior motivation is accepted as an excuse for
evading the merits of the argument; then there cannot long remain a fair and free competition
of plausible ideas."

The Heights will hold elections for editorships for the
forthcoming year. All are eligible; apply in writing at
the Heights office, McElroy 102. General staff meeting
Dec. 11, 6 P.M. for elections
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Long ago... it must be...
I have a photograph.

Preserve your memories;

They're all that's left you.

Copyright, 1967 by Paul Simon

Photos by Dave Flanagan
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Fields lecture

describes Russia
Dr. Mark G. Field, Chairman of
Sociology at BU and Associate
Professor at the Harvard Russian
Research Center, spoke on "Contemporary Soviet Society and the

Causes of Present Unrest" as the
first guest lecturer of the BC Slavic Society last Thursday. In introducing the subject, Dr. Field
said his purpose was to explode
the present myths held by theradical leftists and radical conservatives, the former believing Russia to be the ultimate society and
the latter believing Russia an inhuman police state.
Dr. Field's main hypotheses in
the lecture was that in the early
phases of Soviet history, which
consisted in a massive change
from an agricultural society to an
industrial and collective society,
the Russian Communist Party
played a positive and necessary
role, but that at the present level
of Russian society and in the
future, "the Party will continue
to become an increasingly regressive type of institution."
In his explanationof the party's
role in society, Dr. Field said the
Russian Communist Party bears
no resemblance to western political parties in that it is "an
elite corps, a secular church,"
which holds a monopoly upon the
decision-making process in all
realms of Russian society.
Analyzing Soviet history, Dr.
Field points out that a definite
dialectic has occurred in three
major stages: that of the Stalin
era in which there was an overbearing centralization of the decision-making process which "effectively paralized the Soviet
Union;" that of the Kruschev
era in which a reactionary decentralization of authority which the
Party thought was carried too
far; and finally the present era,
in which there is again a centralization and a strengthening of
power as demonstrated by the invasion of Czechoslovakia. Dr.
Field expressed the opinion that
the eventual dialectic will arrive
at a more liberal position because the future needs of the Russian society cannot be met by a
tightly controlled bureaucracy.
The professor's concluding argu
ments led to his contention that
the rigid monolith that the Russians would have us believe. Although the bulk of the population
is devoted to the Russian motherhood, as shown by their defense
against Hitler, there is a large
segment of the population who are
disaffected as a result of the corruption of the basic ideals of
Communism. This group includes
dissident intellectuals, including
writers, scientists, and students,
dissident industrial managers,
peasants, and armed forces who
all feel they can contribute more
to the Soviet society if they are
not as rigidly controlled by the
Party bureaucracy.

..

COLLEGE STUDENTS
AND

TEACHERS

Full or Part Time
Excellent earning opportunities Scholastic awards
and bonuses Hours can be
arranged.

CALL:

267-0808

471-9297
547-8821
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?Snooks?, in his 33rd year, sees
powerful, deep Eagles again near top
By Jim Blake
Sports Staff

The season was 1932-33, a milestone in Boston College varsity
nockey annals. It was Coach John
"Snooks" Kelley's first season
at the helm of the Eagles' hockey
fortunes, the commencement of
an era at the Heights. Today,
after 32 seasons, the era continues
with no end in sight. Since '32,
"Snooks" has compiled 441 victories with the promise of many
more to come.
Within the span of that era,
"Snooks" teams have recorded 30
winning seasons, nine New England titles, seven Eastern championships and nine invitations to
the
National Championships,
winning it once and twice playing
off in the final game.
Last year was a typical season:
19 victories, second in the ECAC
tournament, and another visit to
the NCAA tourney. All of this was
during a "rebuilding" "year, with
sophomores dominating the squad
But this year, the team has matured and further success is in the
ofLng. This is not a "rebuUding'*
year.

Lost through graduation are
Steve Dowling, Gordie Clarke,
Whitey Allen, and Jeff Cohen, but
returning are 15 lettermen possessing the hustling and spirit attitudes which have typified Kelley-coached teams through the
years.
Captain Mike Flynn leads the
talented group. Flynn has shown
such amazing improvement in two
short years that he found himself
at left wing of the first line with
Paul Schilling and Tim Sheehy.
Flynn, injured in preseason drills,
should be back in action in midDecember.
Schilling, a transfer student
from West Point, was eligible for
only ten games last season but
managed to register eight goals
and ten assists, an amazing
points-per-game production.
And the incomparable Sheehy

needs no introduction. He led the
team in scoring last season, with
27 goals and 30 assists for 57
points
the second highest total
ever accumulated by a BC soph.
?

£

DAVE

WONG*

With such scoring power, Tim's
excellent all-around skills sometimes go unnoticed.
Kevin Ahearn anchors tiie second wave, with Charlie Toczylowski and John Snyder flanking him.
Ahearn, 14-23-37 last year, was
named New England's Unsung
Hero for his performance and is
primed for even better things this
winter. Snyder, 16-22-38, possesses
great speed and quickness and is
a fine two-way player. "Toz" is
a real scrapper and hustler who'll
add size and more scoring power
to the line.
Seniors Willy Putnam and Jim
Prevett, junior Tim Smythe, and
sophs Joe Keaveney andFred Willis (the football player) are fighting it out for the remaining forward positions.
The Eagles' defense should be
especially strong with the return
of Paul "The Shot" Hurley. Hurley played with the US Olympic
Team last year, but scored 32
goals as a forward in his last
BC season, two years ago. As he
returns to defense, his natural
position, Coach Kelley terms him
"one of the best in the country."
Steve Cedorchuk, last year's
Most Improved Player, will team
with Hurley on the first blue-line

Snooks Kelley
pairing. Junior John Sullivan, a
converted center and an ever-

improving defenseman, and either Barry MacCarthy or Ray Bastarache will form the second duo.
In the goal is George McPhee,
who "Snooks" rates as "the key
to our season." McPhee, after an
excellent soph year, slipped a bit
to a 3.84 average last year when
hampered by the effects of mono-
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nucleosis. McPhee rates

right up
with Cornell's Ken Dryden as one
of the best in the country.
Another rugged schedule and

tremendous competition cautions
against over optimism, but look
for the Eagles to be in the race
again for top honors this season.

NUMBER ONE IN THE NET... and number lls BC's goalie, George
McPhee, who shot out Merrimack in this pre-season scrimmage.

What can you
have in common with
Chester Arthur,
Calvin Coolidge,
James Garfield,
Warren Harding,
Benjamin Harrison,
William McKinley,
Theodore Roosevelt,

and
Franklin Roosevelt?
Two things. All eight men were United States Presidents and
insured by New York Life. We're proud of the fact that almost
half of the country's chief executives in the last hundred years
were New York Life policy owners. In fact, we think there's a connection between the two. Merely being insured by us is no guarantee
a man will become President
but it does say something about
his fiscal responsibility. And skill at planning. In fact, aside from
all its practical financial benefits, owning a New York Life policy
could be your first step on the campaign trail.
?

Today we have a particularly attractive feature for young men. It's
called the Policy Purchase Option. If you are physically qualified
to buy a policy now
as you probably are
we guarantee that
you can buy more life insurance at specified future periods to
age 40 regardless of your health. So, merely by beginning a modest
program while you are young means that you will never have to
worry about becoming uninsurable.
?

BLOW YOURSELF UP

I

TO POSTER SIZE .MM
I

?

If you are a prospective Presidential candidate, there's another
good reason to consider New York Life. We have offices in all
fifty states. And the District of Columbia!
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your own Photo potter. Sond any Black and Whifa or
Color Phofo. Alto any nowspaper or magazine photo.
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By Jim O'Reilly
Sports Editor

?

finished a turbulent and successful year for the Eagles' basketball five. 1967-68 had its share of
upsets, records, triumph, disappointment, victories (17), and defeats (8).
This year should be a whole new
ball game, a year "usual" in the
unusual winning mold of a Bob

Cousy squad.
Returning are Terry Driscoll,
6-8 center, and Billy Evans, 5-11
guard. Bob Dukiet, 6-3 shooting
guard
forward, and two sophs
Jim O'Brien (6-0) and forward
Frank Fitzgerald (6-7) are the
others expected to get starting
?

berths.
Seven seniors of last fall's

Wrapped around their tremendan
ous showing against UCLA
84-77 squeaker, with the Bruins
freezing the ball at game's end
were inexpillcable losses on successive Saturdays to St. Joseph's,
Holy Cross, and Fordham.
There was a new BC rivalry
established last fall, and the opportunity to redeem the Eagles'
pride will come at St. John's home
court on Long Island Dec. 21. All
we want for Christmas is revenge
for the overtime loss (90-91)
here and the Madison Square Garden dribbling contest (57-60) of
last year, two games BC could
have won.
But Roberts Center will host
some fine talent this fall. Olympian Spencer Haywood leads the
University of Detroit cast (Feb.
23) that also features Jerry
Swartzfager. Johnny Jones
(swish) and Howard Porter
(stuff) are the aces of very strong
Villanova. Jack Kraft's boys are
the best opponents of the Eagles'
twelve-gamehome stand they'll
foe here December 13th.
While playing LeMoyne, Fairfield, Canisius, Detroit, St. Joe's,
and Georgetown might give one
the impression that a Jesuit basketball league is being formed, we
hasten to note that the powersthat-be have ignored Marquette
and Chicago Loyola when lining
up the Eagles' contests.
Instead of Syracuse, Niagara, or
the above-mentioned Jesuit duo,
BC retains the MTA road trip
that has kept its schedule in the
running for the Boston City championship. BU (Feb. 25), Harvard
(Dec. 10), and Northeastern (Jan.
?

?

?

past. BU may be defended in
some quarters as a worthy opponent, but one remembers the
shock BC fans experienced this
past winter when the Terriers parlayed mediocre BC shooting into
a BU lead at the half.
Coach Bob Cousy's record since
coming to BC has been a phenomenal 93-34. The Eagles, under
his tutelage, have become accustomed to recognition at Tourn-

ament time as two NCAA and
two NIT bids in four years will
atest.
It's ironic that last year's spoiler
St. Bonaventure
was
?

?

?

?

Billy Evans

are gone, and they take
with them much of that team's
depth and height. But last year's
seniors neverreally reached their
full potential, and proved in some
cases to be disappointments.
The chance was there, on several occasions, to win the big
games of the season
two with
St. John's come immediately to
mind but the talented BC five
squad

?

?

BasketbWl:ho'Who
The personnel of this year's basketball squad includes:
TERRY DRISCOLL: Center, 8-8 senior. Captain. A .494 shooter from
the floor, Driscoll led the team in scoring and rebounding last year,
will 444 points and 322 rebounds. He averaged 17.8 points per game
with a high of 46 in the first St. John's game
and played strong
defense against the likes of Westley Unseld (Louisville) and Lew Al?

The final cheers of the '67-'68 BC basketball season came from the other side of the
University of Rhode Island gym, where the exultant St. Bonaventure fans celebrated their
team's 102-93 upset of the Eagles in the NCAA's March 9th first round.
just couldn't put it together.
29) are the relics of hoop years
and the score
That game
?

11

?

cindor

(UCLA).

BILLY EVANS: Guard, 5-11 senior. A onetime ECAC selection as soph
of the year, playmaker Evans had only a fair year in '87, because
of a bout with mono and a leg injury. The Eagles' dependence on
Evans, who averaged close to nine assists per game, showed most in
the Holiday Festival losses to St. John's and Louisville while he was
sidelined with a leg bruise. Watch for the Driscoil-to-Evaas full-court
pass, the most exciting play in BC's offensive arsenal
808 DUKIET: Forward, 64, junior. Most like Lynn Shackleford of
UCLA in shooting, the amazing Dukiet can pop from anywhere this
side of the halfcourt line
and make it. A .548 shot, his 327 points
and 68 rebounds made for a great sophomore campaign. Look to
Dukiet for outside shooting this winter.
FRANK FITZGERALD: Forward, 6-7, sophomore. Lean for his height,
Fitz is tough underneath the basket. He averaged twenty ppg for the
17-2 frosh squad, and rated the medal of honor for his handling of the
four 6-7s in the Holy Cross frosh lineup last February. Fitz hung in
there against taller opponents, and scored against them; look for his
size to help out, and his scoring to improve as he gains experience.
JIM O'BRIEN: Guard:, 6-0, sophomore. Great ball-handler, playmaker
of the frosh five. He should complement Billy Evans in the Eagles'
ibackcourt, and gain experience to take over in '69.
TOM VERRONEAU: Center, 6-6, junior. Driscoll's backup man,
Tommy can play a strong game off the boards. He saw spot action
in 22 games last season, and garnered 56 rebounds with 80 points.
PETE SOLLENE: Guard, 6-3, junior. A good defensive ballplayer, saw
action in 22 games of '67-'6B with 18 assists and 61 points.
RAY LEGACE: Forward, 6-5, junior. 21 games, 73 points. Great freethrow shooter on '66 frosh five, and capable defensive forward.
YIN COSTELLO: Forward, 64, soph. Third scorer on the frosh, 13.8
?

PPg-

Bob Dukiet
removed from any NCAA contention by their own rules infraction.
Only the mighty NCAA could prevent Bob Lanier (6-11, 250) from
muscling the Bonas into another
post-season bid; now the Eagles'
chances of success are much better.
Between now and early March
(NCAA time), however, the Eagles must compensate for their relative lack of height up front.
Terry Driscoll, a strong 6-8, will
be outstretched toy several of the
"big men" on the BC slate particularly Florida's Walk and Detroit's Spencer Haywood
and
only the vigorous support expected from 6-7 Frank Fitzgerald will
offset the disadvantage.
Great ball-handling, in the
backcourt duo of Evans and
O'Brien, should prove the Eagles'
strong point. With Bob Dukiet and
Fitzgerald both consistent hitters
from outside, the BC offense
should foe able to cope with just
about any rival's defenses.

GREG SEES: Forward, 6-5, soph. Replacement for the inimitable Jim
King as BC's hatchet man, the muscular Sees is a capable shooter
(262 points) and rebounder (126 for the frosh).
Also on the squad are DON CROSBY, Ail-American high schooler
plagued by a knee injury; DENNIS DOBLE, MIKE DUNN, and JIM
DOWNEY, substitute guards.

?

?

Date

Opponent

'67 Score

\u2666road games

Dec 5 LeMoyne College (90-61)
Dec 7 Connecticut (76-60)
Dec 10 Harvard
Dec 13 Villanova
Dec 18 *Fairfield (96-76)
Dec 21 'St. John's (90-91, 57-60)
Dec 26-27 *Gator Bowl (Florida, Georgia, Northwestern)

Jan 5 *St. Joseph's (67-76)
Jan 7 UnivCalif Irvine
Jan 10 Providence (86-70)
Jan 22 *Seton Hall (99-65)
Jan 25 *Canisius
Jan 29 Northeastern
Feb 1 Holy Cross (82-89)
Feb 5 'Massachusetts (94-70)
Feb 11 'Rhode Island (125-73)
Feb 15 »Perm State (87-58)
Feb 18*Georgetown (103-79)
Feb 23 Detroit
Feb 25 B.U.
Mar 1 *Holy Cross (90-87)
Mat 5 Duquesne (104-88)
?

...

WELL ABOVE THE REST
is BC basketball captain Terry Driscoll, a strong outside shot. Here he pops a basket against Assumption
on Nov. 16.

THREE'S A CROWD, LEW

. ..

Terry Driscoll (50) of the Eagles
aided '67 captain Jim Kissane in scoring two points over UCLA's Lew
Alcindor. BC lost a dose one, 84-77, at New York.
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TBoCth?,enfdseason?
for Crusaders, ?The Season?

It's the poor boy's Harvard-Yale game. It's the warmed-over, cliched "Jesuit rivalry."
It's the annual throw-away-the-record-books match of New England's football powers. For
BC as the Heights said in 1966
this is the last game of the season. For Holy Cross, this
the
season.
is
that one, Crusader qb Jack Lentz
Boston College meets Holy ?halfback Ed Murphy and full?

?

Cross in football Saturday at Alumni Stadium, and perhaps to
yawn about the whole thing would
be appropriate, but heretical. The
only real significance this game
has is that it may be one of the
last HC-BC clashes.
Worcester's great if you're a
smokestack. Holy Cross is nice
if you care about 1843 tradition
entombed on a steep hillside, surrounded by factories. Football at

O'Neal
Holy Cross is great?if they

can

afford it.
Saturday's contest may, realistically speaking, toe one of the last
BC-HC games, for the widening
gap in size and scope of the two

schools' athletics may soon result
in the Cross dropping its cherished but financially impossible
football program.
Holy Cross is already beyond
the point where they might pull
out a winning '68 season. The debacle at Rutgers (41-14) was the
icing on an unpleasant cake for
second-year coach Tom Boisture,
whose record at HC was 7-10-1
before Saturday's UConn game.
Holy Cross has a lot of depth
problems, and they tend to show
up by the end of the season. Bob
Kurcz, their best defensive back,
couldn't make the eligibility
grade, and the Crusaders have
suffered with an all-soph secondary and only nine interceptions
over the season.
Phil O'Neil tried to repeat his
offensive leadership of last fall's
eleven, and the Crusaders sputtered. Mark Mowatt tried to take
over, and now the two shuttle in
and out. Mowatt, a highly-touted
soph from Detroit who was buried
under an avalanche of pass-rushers in his '67 frosh appearance
on the Heights (BC 37, HC 13),
was 26-of-50 in the air before the
UConn game, but had thrown four
of the twelve interceptions the
Cross has given up so far this
year.
End Bob Neary has 533 yards on
38 receptions, enough to be cited
by HC fans as one of the best in
the East. There's a fellow named
Barry Gallup (562 on 36) who'd
like to meet this one-of-the-best
on Saturday.
Steve Jutras (5-11, 205) paces
the Cross ground attack with 124
carries for 487 yards, that would
make Jutras almost as good as
Dave Bennett (124 for 630 yards
gained). But Jutras' backup men

back Tom Lamb?are the only
other HC rushers with more than
33 yards to their credit. BC, at
last count, had seven or so of its
backs in that category.
When the Crussaders throw,
ends Neary and Jim McClowrey
and halfback Murphy are prime
targets. Each has ten or more
receptions; so do the Eagles' top
five pass receivers.
Defensively, watch roving linebacker Dan Raymondi (5-10, 220)
and tackle Ralph WWilliams (6-6,
245). Although the defense has
given up 1100 yards to opponents
rushing and (1079 through the
air), they still are basically a
good outfit. At last word, they
were regrouping after the 41-point
show put on by Rutgers.
Linebacker Paul Scopetski,
safety Mike Jordan, and center
Vie Lewandowsky (64, 245) also
bear watching.
Last fall's chilly finale at Frostbitten Fitton Field was a 14-7 BC
victory. John Vrionis of the Saders pulled down a pass in the end
zone corner despite the heavy traffic?two Eagles draped all over
him. Joe DiVito, BC quarterback
and captain, saved that game with
the help of two-touchdown Terry
Erwin.
It was the '66 game that the
Irish alumni are still talking about
in Southie and Dawchestah. In

put 19 quick ones on the board
against Jim Miller's Eagles". Then
Dick Kroner (would you believe)
scored on a sixty-yard run after
knocking loose a Lentz handoff.
Inspired, the Eagles went with
Joe DiVito in his first game at
quarterback, and led 20-19 by half

time.
The game, one of the best HCBC games of recent annals, ended
with a Lentz-to-Pete Kimener

...

FRED STOPS TO THINK
before throwing the halfback option
pass. Willis's attempt was incomplete. Marty Scheralis (72) looks on.
GeorgeJordan photo
Jutras

pass over the Eagles' prostrate
cornerback for a last-minute
touchdown. HC won on that play,
32-26.

Holy Cross games may not be
around much longer, so enjoy
them while you can. Why wait
until the first of February to sing
about the legends of applesauce

and bended knees?

vs.

Hosckiexywn

MerimackB
,
SC

By Bill Fogarty
The BC hockey team added two

more decisive victories to its pre-

season scrimmage record last
Week, in blitzing Boston State
10-2, and whipping Merrimack

p
Ma4rtzhe-ptei'rsiod ush
moves

pBaCstUM2
as,
1-6

Joe Marzetti earned his varsity letter ten times over last Saturday afternoon at
UMass. The senior quarterback, relegated to third-string duty, came off the bench in the
fourth quarter to spark the sputtering BC of fense and save the Eagles' fifth victory of the
year, 21-6.
Four seniors, playing in their
last BC road contest, were the
deciding factor in a lackluster
and often disappointing effort.
Paul DellaVUla, Dave Bennett,
and Barry Gallup needed Marzetti's last period initiative to
break open what had been a
tight ball game.
UMass lookedbad overall in the
game, but they had injury problems and were operating on bandaids and pride in their 2-8 season's finale. BC played three generally miserable quarters offensively, and only decidedthe game
forty-five minutes after the opening kickoff.
An injury to sophomore qb
Frank Harris, a well-kept secret
since VMI, caught the Redmen
unprepared for BC backup passer
Mike Fallon. Fallon, often hesitating and dumped several times
behind poor protection, failed to
move the Eagles on more than one
sustained drive all afternoon.
DeliaVilla, operating atfullback
in that second-period drive, took
the ball on three successive plays
from BC's 46 to the UM 6. His last
play of the march
a long pass
reception
set up Fred Willis' 6yard scamper into the end zone.
In the second half
with BC
up 7-0 and UMass very much in
the Redmen's
the ball game
Steve Parnell picked off Mike
Fallon's fourth pass attempt of the
period and ran it back to the UM
?

?

?

?

41. Quarterback Tim Adams and

wingback Jerry Grassomoved the
ball down to the BC 26, where
Marty Scheralis tried a field goal

and missed.
Fallon's next pass attempt went
to UMass defender Steve Rogers;
Adams came in for the home
eleven, but both his passes went
wide of the mark. The Redmen
gave up the ball, and
'on the
first BC play
recovered Fred
Willis* fumble at BC's 28.
The Redmen have had a rough
season, but it could have all been
salvaged on this next drive, before
12,600 home fans. From BC's 28,
they moved down to the BC 4. On
third down, short yardage, Jerry
Grasso couldn't find running
room and was slammed down at
the 8. BC tackle John Fitzgerald
and rover Dave Thomas blocked
a Scheralis field goal attempt
from there. The Redmen, though
only trailing by one score, seemed
to have lost their big chance on
that drive.
Marzetti, the hero of the 49-15
rout of Navy in BC's opener,
came in for Fallon at the start
of the final period. In his first
nine plays, he covered the distance between the BC 53 and
the UMass goal driving downfield with DellaVilla and Dave
Bennett. Marzetti and Barry
Gallup combined to cap the
drive with a perfect Gallup
catch of a 28-yard touchdown
?

?

?

pass. The Eagles went up 14-0
on Bob Gallivan's second extra
point.

College 7-2.

There was neve*- any doubt
about the outcome of the BS triumph. Tim Sheehy scored two in
the first couple of minutes, assisted on both tallies by Kevin
Ahearn. Goals toy Jim Prevette
and Ray Bastarche made it 4-0
before the end of the first period.
Paul Hurley blasted a tremendous 30 foot shot over the shoulder of BS goalie Bill Berglund
and into the netting. Hustler Tim
Smythe added the Eagles' sixth
score after a pinpoint pass from
Willy Putnam.
The first State tally came on a

Marzetti evoked an effort from
his offensive line and directed the
Eagles' offense in a thirteen-play
ground march to the Redmen end
zone. He took that drive all the semi-breakaway by John Ready
way, with a Fran Tarkenton
with substitute goalie John Burnett in the BC net.
scramble for a nine-yard touchMerrimack put up a desperate
down.
fight,
but the cause was hopeless.
DellaVilla almost added numEach
team traded goals in the
midway
through
ber four
the
fourth, when he broke loose and first period. Aggressive Paul
weaved an exciting footrace Schilling, a transfer from Army
through the UMass secondary for last season, punched in the first
a 28-yard TD. It was nullified by tally. Bob Terry flicked the puck
up.
a penaly. In the closing minutes, into a wide open net to tic it
Smythe
put
Eagles
the
back
in
also, an interception by linebacker
front early in the second period
Jim McCool almost went the disby soph Don Callow.
tance. McCool, with daylight and assisted
The home pucksters fattened
the goal line before him along the
their bulge late in the same perright sideline, instead cut back
iod on scores by Putnam and
inside and was stopped.
Schilling. Callow notched his secSoph end Nick McGarry, an extally after a scramble in
ond
ceptionally talentedrookie, caught
of the crease to make it 6-1.
front
the Redmen's only touchdown Olympian Paul Hurley rubbed it
pass on the final UMass play.
in with the Eagles' last goal.
McGarry made it a 19-yard score
by beating BC's Bill Balmat to
Boston College basketball
the end-zone flag.
star
Bob Dukiet was injured in
The Eagles only came alive late
Friday's scrimmage with
last
only
in the ball game, and
wanted
Vale
at New Haven. Dukiet
to win when they saw a clear lead.
see
the
'68 basketball preview
UMass deserves a lot of credit for
on
page
11
will be out of
preventing the expected BC runperiod
action
for
an
indefinite
away, and staying close in the
ligaments
with
strained
of the
ball game despite a depth and inleft knee.
jury disadvantage.
?

?

Unassuming comedy
By Terry McAteer
Special to the Heights

Crooks have been the subject
of many films. They have been
laughed at, feared, pitied for their
stupid mistakes, and admired for
their ingenuity. Now there is no
longer any real cause for interest when another film about them
comes along.
Working with this realization
writers Ira Wallach and Peter
Ustinov and director Eric Till
have let their actors take over
to make "Hot Millions" an unassuniing, very pleasant tour-deforce of characterizations.
As has happened many times
in the past, we meet the main
character, Marcus Pendleton, supposedly reformed. From then on
we watch the enfolding of his plan
to embezzle as much as possible
from a large corporation, and finally his hasty get-a-away.
Out of this rather familiar outline Wallach and Ustinov have
drawn some very humorous situations which emphasize the characters rather than the theft. A
Brazilian customs agent, forcing
the corporations self-assured Executive Vice-President, Klemper,
to empty a jar of instant coffee,
found in his luggage, into a trash
can, is played for a certain soft
humor through Klemper's reacProbably the broadcast comedy
tions.
in the film is found when Gnatepole, a rather lecherous VicePresident, is driving home Pendleton's secretary, Patty. Since
she is aware of his interest in
her, traffic signs like "Yield"and
"Stop-Children" take on rather
funny meanings.
In general, the script is not concerned with saying funny things,
but it is very much interested in
providing the actors with situa-

tions in which their characters
can say and do things in a funny
way.

Most of the humor in the film

comes from the various characters, all of whom we have seen
before in one form or another.

Karl Maiden's pill chewing, ulcer-ridden Klemper is the boss
who is always there to be taken
in. There are no new twists to
the character but Maiden somehow manages to make him acceptable, if not believable.
Bob Newhart breathes some
vitality into the leacherous and
distrustful vice-president, Gnatepole, by playing as an average
man frustrated by just about
everybody and everything.
Maggie Simth's Patty is a rather
hapless Cockney who speaks in a
constant whine which is a beautiful put-on of the phonay Cockney
accents that many performers
produce.

Of the four main characters,
Peter Ustinov's Pendelton has the
least funny lines but, because of
Ustinov, comes out as the most
thoroughly drawn role. After his
release from prison we feel,
through his expressions, his frustrations in trying to find a job
worthy of his talents.
When Patty, now his wife tells
him she is pregnant we know that
he really never wants to be imprisoned again (though his insurance for this is the successful
completion of the embezzlement).
Where the other members of the
cast are trying, and occasionally
succeeding, to make the caricatures come alive, Ustinov is constantly working with an individual
that, with a great injustice to
Ustinov, could be considered a

caricature.

Although Ustinov holds a mild
dominance over the film, it is not

at all overpowering. All the elements of "Hot Millions" blend
together into a highly humorous
comedy that will eventually make
a very pleasant Saturday Night
At the Movies.

?Switched-on Bach?
electrifies musical world
The release of "SwitchedOn Bach," a TEMPI (TransElectronic-M us i c Productions, Inc.) production, Columbia Masterworks has added a new dimension to the
world of eletronic music.
By employing a specially
adapted Moog synthesizer as
a musical instrument, and
using a very sophisticated,
multi-track recording process, the crisp, bright sonorities of Baroque music are
realized in an ideal way, and
electronic music is at last
brought into the historical
mainstream of music.
The Columbia album contains a number of familiar
and popular works by the
composer. The Sinfonia to
Cantata No. 29, "Air on a G
String," the Two-Part Inventions in F Major, B-Flat Major and D Minor, "Jesu, Joy
of Man's Desiring," as well as
selections from"The WellTempered Clavier" are included.
Employing a repertoire of
works by Bach for this unique recording,'makes sense'
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Something new: A Review for you
The Heights Review exists as
an institutionalized blank four
I have a picture of a lady on pages per week stretching into
my wall at home. She is a black the future indefinitely. This means
haired French girl, with no clothes that every Tuesday you can be
on far as far down of her as you certain of picking up your
can see (which is her waist), and
Heights, turning to S-l, and readshe is looking right at you. She
ing
something. Reliably. It may
is saying something. No one ever
good
saying,
knows what she is
but be
stuff. But it may be horshe is difinitely following you inrendous. Regardless it had to be
there. You got four pages man,
tently about and saying something to you.
The Height's Review seems to
operate on a reverse proposition?
everyone knows what it has to
say, but no one seems to know
if it is really saying anything. A
new thing has been produced
around here. They call it Boston
College Review, and they are The
Combine consisting of Mike Barton and Joe Check.
Boston College Review is like
the young lady?it is saying something but you come away asking
what. The important thing is that
you go back.
We have been blessed by typographically similar (typewritten
mimeo, do it yourself run 'em off)
attempts such as that exercise in
institutionalized paranoia Mother
Pie and Applehood. Don't confuse them. B. C. Review is different. Though it suffers from
an overdose of self-injected superBy Jack Connolly

Features Staff

according to Paul Meyers,
who handled the album for vitality:
Masterworks. He
"The purpose of The Review
said, "the composer somewill be to print all manner of nontimes wrote without specific sense, pornography, propaganda,
instruments in mind, being Thomistic metaphysics and anything else we feel like writing."
more concerned with the ac(from the "charter", Vol. 1, No.
tual musical lines."
1, Page 1) it offers substance'
As a result, the Moog synworth digesting beneath its Mothesizer may be considered ther Pie crust. More important
a valid musical instrument. it offers possibility. It is on its
More acurately it might be own.
The Heights Review does not
said to carry the listener besucceed. There are very good
yond the limits of convenfor this. The Heights
tional instruments toward a reasons
Review is trying to be a magazine
new universe of sounds.
thrown into the centerfold of a
Summing the emergence seriously shackled newspaper.
of the Moog synthesizer, This is essentially a stupid idea.
Benjamin Folkman stated in It is very much like trying to
make a Cinerama movie out of
the liner notes for the alThe Sound
People on
bum: "Like any musical in- stages sing.of Music.
People on movie
strument, it has extraordi- screens do not do this. Not if
they value their freedom. Well,
nary capabilities and maddening limitations. Playing it magazines don't come in newspapers,
beautifully requires as much day ones.except million dollar SunThe place for a review
skill, practice, talent and of the world of music.
Theatre,
taste as playing any instruand art is not in a misprinted,
ment beautifully, plus the underbudgeted, and hysterically
need of a composer's ear for managed college weekly newsnew and different sounds... sheet.
B. C Review soles this:
This album, then, is a prov"The Combine will not be affiliing ground both for the synated with anything nor will The
thesizer and for our collaborReview."
(again the "Charter")
ative musicianship."

".

The first issue features Check,
Barton and anonymous. In other
words The Combine. The material is poetry and short stories,
kind of a Salinger slang carried
to the college level. (Poems
brandish forth in quadriliterals)
or a Sweeney-less Stylus (Story:
Little Rosy gets psyched during
defecation, finally jumps rope
more than 100 times, subsequently

.. nonsense, pornography, propaganda, Thomlstic metaphysics.. .*?

you gotta put ink on them. Fill shoots herself. Story: peddling
pornographer gets in gunbattle
'em up.
BC Review ends where it ends, for urinating all over a barroom
comes out when it comes out. clientele.)
BC Review gets in its snide
Maybe one page every month.
Maybe twelve a day. Whatever, quips, fills the post-adolescent
you can be sure The Combine quota of glorious language, and
tries perhaps a bit too hard to be
digs the stuff and didn'tsay "Hey,
for Tuesday's issue we got six natural. But you don't lob it into
inches to fill up, send Joe Bptz the trash with a hearty guffaw.
down to The Electric Elephant You save it for things like:
to do an interview."
And the poet said:
The BC Review plans to "go on "How can you sing, or even
hope to know
the stands" Avatar style:
"If you don't like the Review, A well-made thing
you should not read it. If you Till heart speak, and body
do like the Review, you should
touch the world
read it. If you like the Reveiw And learn to sing?"
(Joe Check)
so much that you would like to
see it printed again, you should
Theories aside and critics being
give a nickle to the person who the absolutely most unhappy peosuple in the world (scalple
you his copy."
Congrats and hopes to
So it will go. If you don't like ture
the BC Review you won't have to the new review.
put up with it.
Cheers.

...

...
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care

reafloyr?WEyou?
Hillard Pouncy
Features Editor
Millions of little kids walking into the Boston Garden. Signs and hawkers are shouting
Jimi Hendrix. "Buy him here, buy him here. .." But so many little kids with bright colors
on.
Two Saturdays ago, Jimi Henoff to England to get a good break
They start playing ''Wild
drix performed before a sell-out and a decent start. The guy who Thing" real slow, and very out
audience at the monstrous gym could say, "Yeah, I care about of tune. In the middle of it, they
that is the garden. He was amazyou people, man. Where were go into the Star-Spangled Banner.
you before. I begged for you. Yeah, At the end, Hendrix starting raming.
First of all, helooks impressive, I care about you flower-power ming his guitar into his amp.
tall and strapping. Walking out types. You claim you like everyNow what happened? Before he
of his dressing room behind the body. Everything's beautiful. If was playing so great Real playwooden, shaky stage, he kept his I were in the middle of you and ing, that didn't go into cliches.
eyes front. He walked behind the poor, what would you do for me Then he started putting on a show.
stooped, round-shouldered drumthen." This guy cares, really You remember reading about him
setting guitars on fire in concert
mer and the too-skinny, limp bascares for them.
sist. His very large, ovid eyes
He walks over to his amp. in California, a year or two ago.
were alert and without turning Pushes his hands through his hair, But you didn't believe he would
By

in your direction, looked through kinky hair standing straight out,
you and categorized, analyzed, unashamed. He adjusts his maand concluded you. They walked chines. Then he turns around,
up to the stairs, hidden behind a and pricks his guitar. The needlecurtain from all those restless, like sounds develop into "Let Me
short-attention-span, little kids,
Stand Next to Your Fire."
and waited for their introduction
His concert was started and his
Suddenly, the announcer said, hold on the gathering was com"Jimi Hendrix,
Let's have a plete. He would grab a note and
hand for Jimi Hendrix." And twist it, while leaning his body
they walked onto the stage smilback and gritting his teeth. Real
ing.
playing, amazing playing.
He said something like, "Hello,
Then he comes to "Purple
we're here. Sit back, relax, we'll Haze," "Hey Joe," " Fox c y
take care of you. Now wait a Lady," and he starts moving
minute while we tune and set up. around. He squats down into a
Don't get impatient, 'cause we'll crouch, puts the guitar between
treat you right, because we CARE his legs and starts pumping with
about you."
it. To go into "Foxey Lady," he
He really said that, "We really prances up twice and then hops
care about you." He smirked down into that crouch. He starts
after he said it, and his face had exaggerating it and really bumps
the unmistakable look of mocking around.
in it.
Finally he goes into that unbeHe cares about them. Yeah, he lievable ending with ''Wild
cares about them. The guy who Thing." He tells the little kids
played behind Little Richard,
to stand up for the national anbummed his way around on back them. While he's giving them
roads and such for a long while their instructions, bassist Noel
in this country, ahd got nowhere. Redding steps to a microphone
The guy who felt he had to run and says, "Tomorrow is Mother's
Day in England. Would all the
mothers come to the front during
A flute floats through the hot
this song."
night air, momentarily

...
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Why don't we do it in the
When we look back at the cold
will
road?"
'68-69,
there
Boston winterof
One of George Harrison's four
be for most of us the warm memory of the Beatles' latest album, a contributionsis all about the "piggies" everywhere "leading pigtwo-disc package from Apple Productions entitled simply The Beagy lives" who "you can see
tles.
out for dinner with their piggy
The album radiates warmth. wives clutching forks and knives
The emotional impact of playing
to eat their bacon."
all four sides in succession is
The jokes, in combination with
astounding, making any analysis
the music contribute to the celemeaningless.
bration of life that the album, in
The tone of the entire album, is essence is. In Everybody's Got
contrary to what some critics Something to Hide except for me
have suggested, is joyous and lifeand my Monkey, Lennon and Mcfilled. From the initial image of Cartney tell us:
a young air traveler with a paper
"Your inside is out and your
bag on his knee to the closing
outside is in
whispered message, "Good night,
You outside is in and
everybody. Everybody, everyyour inside is out
where," the Beatles have once
So come on come on
again captured in music what it
Come on is such a joy.
means to be alive and sensitive.
The "wake up and live" mesAnd the music is all inclusive sage pervades the album. The
ranging from imitations of the Beatles' advice to Martha My
Beach Boys to the Stones, to Elvis Dear is, "When you find yourPresley. Even Mr. Dylan and self in the thick of it/Help yourFrankie Lee don't escape, as the self to a bit of what is all around
Beatles sing:
you, Silly girl."
"Her name was Magill
Their advice to Dear Prudence
and she called herself Lil
is, "Won't you open up your
But everyone knew her as eyes? Look around round." In
Nancy"
Blackbird they say, "Take these
Rocky Racoon broken wings and learn to fly/
But the tone of all the satire is All your life You were only waitnot that of a putdown; it is ining for this moment to arise."
stead a friendly excursion into
The message-hunters will deareas the Beatles have never adlight in Glass Onion, a cut which
ventured into and mostly, areas clarifies Strawberry Fields, I am
they have.
the Walrus ("The walrus was
"Brother, can you take me back Paul"), the Fool on the Hill ("I
where I came from? Brother, can tell you man he's living there
you take me back?" sings Paul at still"), and finally concludes:
the conclusion of Cry Baby Cry,
"Well here's another place
a beautiful trip back to childhood,
you can be
Fixing a hole in the ocean
but a good deal of the album is
for the Beatles a journey back
Trying to make a dove-tail
yeah
joint
to "Where I came from."
Looking through a glass
It is a fun-filled journey. The
fun extends even to dirty jokes,
onion"
as in one cut which lyrically conSide one contains a catchy Lensists of a repetition of the lines: non-McCartney number, Ob-La
"Why don't we do it in the Di, Ob-La Da, Life goes on, even
road?
as a Harrison cut on side four
(Continued on Page S-3)
No one will toe watching us

...
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still do that now that everybody
knows he's a good guitarist.
But then do they know he's a
good guitarist? A lot of people
that night thought "Wild Thing"
was great.
They didn't notice that he unloosens his strings in the middle
of it, that his riffs went off key,
that his face had that same mocking look it had when he said,
" 'cause we care about you," and
that he changed guitars to do it.
It turns out that they really
don't know very much and only
go see who they have heard the
most about. So Hendrix built a
name for himself by being gross
and wild and now he makes
money. They come fb see him
"eat his guitar out," bump around
and pump.
So why do "Wild Thing"? It is
reasonable to believe that Hendrixhas integrity and wants to be
known as a good guitarist. But
the "show" for money must
really let him in for laughter
among Winwood, Clapton and
others. But when he tells them
he made all those people stand
up, make the V-sign, and beheve
that "Wild Thing" is good stuff,
who gets the last laugh?

disappearing behind the scream of

vanished life.
The unseen highway rolls end-

lessly on to an unimaginable

a e...
m

city where my lover lies, tangled
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alone in damp
sheets.

My thoughts brush in-

the
Remember Buddy Miles
mean looking drummer for Mike
satiably over his soft
Bloomfield and The Electric
cheek and kiss the damp from his Flag? Well, the Flag is no more,
but Buddy has formed his own
neck and over forgotten
group?The Buddy Miles Express.
years, I remember a tear to wash The Express went to the Tea
Party, 55 Berkeley St., last week
me into the timeless
and the appearance co-incided
tunnel of sleep while in the dis- with the release of its first album
on the Mercury label Expressway
tance a trumpet thrashes
to Your Skull. They've only been
together two months.
tragically to be free from the
The Express has eight memgrasp of insance laughter,
bers: Miles, of course, on drums;
Herbie Rich, from the Flag, on
choking it with ringed fingers,
organ; Billy Rich, Herbie's
soaring for an instant,
brother, on bass; Jimmy McCarformerly with Mitch Ryder
oniy to be flushed down with the thy,
and the Detroit Wheels, on lead
exploding rush of the
guitar; Terence Clements on tenor
sax; Virgil Gonsales on baritone
hall toilet. The dull pain of longsax. The two new men buy new
skins after each gig.
ing shadows my mind
Herbie Rich plays his usual
during the empty days and bathes good organ, and his brother Billy
is a competent bass man. Jimmy
my sleep in desire,
McCarthy, the lead guitarist, is
washing my life with love until good though somewhat superfluous and not really in BloomI awake.
field's class. The brass section
B. W., '68/ is powerful but rough, probably
?

r

because of the two new men's unfamiliarity with the group's style.
Buddy recognizes the band's
shortcomings. After the date at
the Tea Party, he said "we're
gonna' go back home and get it
all together." They're a new and
developing group and some of
the rough edges have to be
straightened out.
Their music is a combination
of blues, rock, and soul. They
use primarily outside material.
Buddy and Herbie Rich have collaborated to write three songs on
the album: "Let Your Love-Light
Shine" "Train," and "Spot On
The Wall." As time goes on,
Buddy wants to do more and more
of his own stuff, but right now he
is concentrating on molding his
group into shape.
The Buddy Miles Express is an
exciting, dynamic group to watch,
and their first album gets this
excitement across. Their music
is solid, funky and down-home,
and as Buddy says: "It's good
music
a lot of people play it,
but we think we play it a little
bit better."

...
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This generation wants visual and sensual relief from
the primitive passions hidden
in the subconscious mind so
long pushed down by cilivilation. They want release and
they get it in the ritual rape
in Jimi Hendrix's slow crescendo of eroticism. They get
it in the tribal beat of the
Cream and other groups of
similar passion and intensity.
Hendrix said, "Keep the
violence on the stage, in
drama and on the football
field and you'll keep it off the
streets."
It took a burly Boston cop
who couldn't understand a
while but even he said,
"Yeah, I guess that makes
sense."

-
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The past generation perpetually says concerning the
present: "Never has there
been a more violent generation than we have sired."
They see more violence and
their children than ever before. On the streets, in the
books, in the movies, in all
the media, it is present. And
they say: "Look at the violence in their music and the
destruction of all past melody.
Jim Creamer

Photos by Mike Mason

n
That there is violence in
music is true. But it is not
violence for the sake of violence or destruction for the
sake of destruction.

reviews...
(Contined from Page S-2)
asks us, "We all know Obla-DiBla-Da, but can you show me,
where you are?"
Harrison's numbers, in general
add a note of sombreness to the
album which is magnified by the
use of a gentle guitar, as on (appropiately enough), While My
Guitar Gently Weeps.
Perhaps it will be the gentle
sound of Lennon-McCartney numbers such as Blackbird, Mother
Nature's Son, I Will and Julia,
that will prove most enduring on
the Beatles new album. But it is
only with time that the new album can become another Sgt

Pepper's..

All in all, the Beatles' Winter
'68 album is another indication of

the musical genius of LennonMcCartney. The album is at once
funny and disturbing, pure and indecent, heavy and soft, and sad

and beautiful (for they seem to
understand the narrow line between the last two.) It is, quite
simply, the Beatles.

Addis and Crofut
Addiss and Crofut, after a recording hiatus of over five years,
have released a second album on
the Columbia label. Despite the
long time for growth and development, the album echoes both the
failings and virtues of their original recorded effort.
The virtues are hi a certain sense co-radical with the
faults. These musicians are gifted with a inhibition in cross-cultural music, the recently popular
art of blending eastern with western music in popular song. But
their efforts have the obvious
boundaries of a splice rather than
the organic unity of a graft. The
"Jimmy Song" expresses both
western acceptance and rejection
of the oriental religious concept of Om, that everything is
God (obviously in western terms),
and celebrates it with the simultaneous chant at the end of the
song of the words "Om" and
"Allelulia". There is in the sons
a juxtaposition of the two ideas
of God ?western and eastern?
but no real connection between
them. Musically, we have a western melody done to a pseudo-eastern rhythm, played on raga band
instruments, with again no real
connection established.
The same patterned thonking of
the itatola (drum) opens the secona selection, "In Just Spring",
set to an irrelevant melody. The
album continues in such a fashion
?with one puzzling exception
matching interesting but inappropriate melodies with beautiful or saccharine translations of
oriental poetry.
?

Photo by Dan Natchek

It is especially saddening to
hear a fragile haiku entitled
"Down the Meadow" and an Indonesian lullaby, "Suliram," beaten to death by the damnedtabla.
The "puzzling exception" mentioned is an adulation of the
American fighting man entitled
"He is There", which we can only
hope is a satire. The tune mixes
snatches of traditional American martial music, while the lyrics offer an approbation of the
"Cops of the World" view of U.S.
military power. It is frightening to
think the irony is not shared by
the performers.
Thechief failure of the albumis
a lack of sensitivity by these
otherwise highly skilled musical
experimenters in determining
which of their efforts have failed
and which are worthwhile. They
are adventurers rather than pioneers on the frontier of modern
music, offering novelty rather
than art.

Tim Hardin HI

Another new album, Tun
Hardin 111 Live in Concert, consists of new renditions of old
Hardin songs.
After the initial shock and an
almost breathless disbelief that
someone, anyone, even Tim Hardin himself, has dared to change
one note of Tim Hardin I, the
listener's first reaction is one of
reserved endorsement. Even if
different from TBI, it is still an
attractive sound. The main difference is in the backup sound,
for Tim retains that honeyed,
mellifuous quality of voice so evident in THI. In THIH the background is used more effectively
and though nothing could add to
Tim's voice, the vibros, drums,
and piano somehow make it a
more complete sound.
Of course the objection could be
raised as to why he used his old
material. While fellows like Richie
Havens have not stopped progressing. The answer lies in Tim
Hardin IV. If THIH is any indication, Tim has swung decidedly
to a progressive jazz thing. Several of the numbers are done in
6/8 time and all the background
people, especially Bernhardt, are
into a jazz bag. If this is shown
to be true in THIV, there Tim will
have proved himself to be still
on top with Havens and the others
others.
One last observation must be
made in all fairness to Tim. THI
was a studio recording where a
thousand tapes can be made if
necessary while THIH is done
live, and that speaks for itself.
Listen to the album, let it grow
on you, and wait for THIV.
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Broadway ?Madwoman?
delights colonial theater
By Lawrence Kucy

Features Staff

Commercial Broadway at its
spectacular best is now occupying
the Colonial Theater in the form
of a new musical titled simply
Dear World. The show has all the
elements supposedly required for
success at the box office: eyepleasing sets, lavish costumes,
show-stopping choreography, and
singable songs. It offends no one,

provides a splendid time for all,
and will probably run for years
in New York.
With all these "assets" in mind,
I kept wondering why the show
was leaving me flat. It was enjoyable, but that's about all it
was, nothing to get at all excited
about. Dear World seemed to be
nothing but superficial spectacle
in the grand style of HeUo, Dolly!
and Mame, yet it even fell short
of the escape value of these two
romps. In short, it boasted of too
much and delivered too little.
Dear World is the story of the
Madwoman of Chaillot, excellently
played by Angela Lansbury, who
views life "Through the Bottom
of the Glass," as one of the songs
proclaims; that is, she distorts
reality to her own specifications,
lives in her own. version of the
past, and almost refuses to acknowledge any evil or unpleasantness in the world.
She involves herself with the
most ungodly characters, such as
comically portrayed by Jane Connell, who leads around her invisible dog Dickie; Constance, effectively overacted by Carmen
Mathews, who is a convulsive
junk collector; and the amiable
sewerman, played broadly by
Milo O'Shea, who philosophizes
about the people of Paris by observing their garbage floating

down the sewers.
The Madwoman, alsoknown for
some reason as the Countess, frequents a friendly little Parisian
cafe full of friendly little Parisians, including an ultra-wise
Deaf-Mute, Miguel Godreau, who
presents his observations in the
form of expert mime sequences,

underground and abandoned there
forever.
The world is cured, the Countess is happy, Julian and Nina
This establishment appears fall in love and the audience apthreatened by the Dr. Spock-like plaudes, but after Dear World bevillian, called "The President," gins by treating such a significant
and portrayed with aloofness by theme and then fails to come
Michael Kermoyan, who learns to a valid conclusion about it, the
that a vast pool of petroleum lies playgoer feels somewhat cheated.
untouched under the city of Paris, His expectations have been totally
more particularly, under this frustrated; the show succeeds in
cafe. The President, his lawyer, diverting but fails in honestly entertaining.
Gene Varrone, and his young cohort Julian, Kurt Peterson, sing
Jerome Lawrence and Robert
of pneumatic drills in an idiotic E. Lee wrote Dear World, or
number called "The Spring of rather adapted it from Jean
Next Year."
Giraudoux'swork The Madwoman
He sends Julian to destroy vie of Chaillot, which in turn had been
place, but Julian decides that he adapted by Maurice Valency.
In any event, it is not the great
cannot step upon other people, as
bework
it might have been, and I
the
President.
He
is
does
friended by the Madwoman and suppose all of these men are to
reveals the plot; at this point her blame. Peter Glenville directed
friends try to bring the Countess and did a fairly good job of it; he
to some realization of the truth, succeeds in exploiting audiencethat people do use other people, pleasing aspects of the script, so
that the production moves quickly
that modern man can be imperand does not tax the spectator.
sonally treated, and the world is
Dear World came off, but it
not the great place she imagines
did
not come off well enough.
it to be.
Perhaps it can be improved beMadwomanfeels
Nonsense! The
she can change the world. The fore it reaches New York, but I
fantastically choreographed scene doubt that any changes of this
in which the cafe crowd tries to nature will be made. The show is
educate her in the ways of the meant to dazzle the matinee mareal world has no effect on her, trons and it succeeds in doing so.
except that it convinces her that Commerical Broadway frowns
upon intellectual value, except in
the world is merely ill, and that
isolated cases, and Dear World is
she singlehandedly can cure it.
not one of these cases. Stick out
After a mock trial in which she your tongue
and say "Ah" Broadwhich
have
condemns these forces
way.
invaded modern society, the
Countess sings the title song, the
best of the entire Jerry Herman
score. Its lyrics are a bit corny
(Stick out your tongue and say,
"Ah," world) but the melody is
infectuous, and I'm sure that
By Andrew Guccione
everyone was humming it as he
Features Staff
left the theater.
The Madwoman does cure the
A film may try to be a pure
world; her solution though, is disentertainment comedy such as
appointing. After expecting a The Odd Couple, a socially relevalid comment on how to rid ourvant film such as The Graduate,
selves of the problems presented, or a psychodrama such as Who's
we get nothing but a contrived Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Anand utterly ridiculous ending, thony Harvey's Lion in Winter, at
where these evil forces are led the Paris Cinema, tries to do all

always interpreted by Nina, the
cafe waitress, namely Pamela
Hall, heavenly creature who's
presence beautifies the stage.

men.

Charge of the Light Brigade

Turned-on

Light Company

A new theater group combining
political satire and contemporary
social criticism will open on Dec.
3.
The Light Theater Company will
present a series of unified
sketches based on improvisations
suggested by the actors forming
the company. The Company is
now rehabilitating the Mass. Gas
and Power Building, 719 Mass.
Aye. (Central Square) Cambridge

as a theatre and future Arts
Center.
The Light Company will attempt
a departure from the satire now
offered by such Boston reviews as
"The Proposition" and"The
View from Here." The Light Co.
will combine aspects of opera,
music, review, comedy, drama,
and ballet to present their views
and ideas on American and international problems and foibles.

Claudia Daub, Press Representative for the new group, stated
that the company will hopefully
serve "a constructive, not a destructive purpose. We hope to become a national theater, drawing authors and actors who feel
they have something creative to
express."
The Light Company, she maintained, is unique in the United
States and the only similar group
she could name was the Semafor
Theater in Prague which rallied
the Czech intellectuals after the
Russian invasion.
The company presently consists
of six actors under the direction
of Jeremy Levin, who is also the
producer of the company and a
contributing writer.
The Company will give a special preview of its opening-night
program on Friday and Saturday
Nov. 28-29, at reduced rates.

?The Lion in Winter?

For Hepburn Fans Only

Mod Euripides fails
bMyikB
e rady
News Staff
The Bacchae, how playing at
the Charles Playhouse, is a disappointing attempt to transform Euripides vision of the moral confusion of ancient Greece into an
indictment of the spiritual and politicalmalaise of present America.
It fails for two reasons. First,
director Timothy Mayer's vision
of an America torn between police
state puritanism and self-consuming hedonism is a strained symbol at best. Secondly, the powerful human relationships that
charge The Bacchae and make it
poignant for any age or culture
are not grasped and exploited by
Mr. Mayer or the cast.
The play opens on a slick
plastic Thebes, replete with swinging glass doors and helmeted cops.
Enter Dionysius (Kevin O'Connor) son of Zeus who has come to
force Pentheus (Leon Russom),
the ruler fo Thebes, to admit his
godliness. Pentheus refuses, and
Dionysius releases the Bacchae,
crazed
who in worship of
him rip the flesh off animals and

The

Pentheus is killed by his insane
mother Agave (Patricia Cults)
who presents the body to Pentheus' elderly father Cadmus (Edward Finnigan) as a "young lion
cub" she had captured. The play
ends with Dionysius the God (in
sunglasses and white soul singer
clothes) yelling a blood thirsty
paean to his success and sen-

suousness.

If controlled, "The Bacchae"Mayer style could be a powerful
and overwhelming delineation of

Kevin O'Connor plays Dionysius
as a viscious sophisticate, more
demi-man than demi-god, who
uses his power only when it can
cripple and destroy. It is a strange
interpretion of the gentle god for
live and serves to illustrate the
theme of the modern Bacchae
the only god is force.
While it is Meyer's interpretation of the Bacchae?a play of
forces not spirits in conflict, that
constricts much of the production,
it is his style which gives it what
saving grace it has. The music by
Peter Ivers who scored the much
acclaimed Everyman gives a
bluesy background to much of the
action which covers up slow spots.
The scenery and costumes are
mod symbols of America: black
leather, aluminium, Nehru
?

the brutalization of man's nature.
However, the Charles production
is sloppy and unbalanced. The actors seem unwilling or unable to
react to the forces that are pounding them into the ground.
Leon Russom's fine performance as Pentheus is weakened jackets.
when he makes the transition
But "The Bacchae" remains a
from a god-fighting Prometheus dismal failure because its vision
to a blabbering, drunken mortal, is not as coherent or real as
as a cheap stage joke. When EdMeyer would have us believe.
ward Finnigan as Cadmus sees Force is only one of the elements
Pentheus battered skull he reacts that rule our lives, and fatalism
.as if his blue chips, had dropped never will-be, an
an-,
?

four points.

swer to anything.

three and succeeds in doing none
of them.
Henry II (Peter O'Toole) calls
a Christmas court at Chignon in
1183. He gathers together his three
sons, Richard (the Lionhearted),
Geoffrey, and John. As a special
treat he lets out his wife, Eleanor
of Aquitaine (Katherine Hepburn),
whom he has kept in a tower

for the last 10 years.
Henry wants to be sure of who
is going to succeed him on the
throne. He wants John, and
Eleanor wants Richard. This
forms the basis for the deals,
double-deals, and fights which
compose most of the plot. The
plot could have been treated
comically or dramatically, and
Harvey chooses the latter.
From the start, which opens
with Henry brutally teaching
young John to fight, the tone is
dramatic and heavy. This hurts
the comedy of the film. Comedy
for this film means one-liners. Because of the heavy tone set at
the start, comic lines are never
able to rise able to rise above the
heaviness of the drama. "Be quiet
dear, mother is fighting." Is a
very funny line except when it is
surrounded by heavy drama, with
which it cannot compete.
It would have been better, if
Harvey wanted to preserve the
comic lines, to have started off
lightly, and to have descended
into drama when the occasion required it.
William Goldman, who wrote
the original play and the screenplay, has done his piece an injustice. He is within his limits to
ehange-.the.-playr.

and-make if.

more dramatic; but he is going to

have to sacrifice his particular
type of comedy. He keeps the
comedy as it was in the play, but
Harvey's heavy direction make it
seem out of place.
Goldman also tries to make his

play relevant to society. Eleanor
has long speeches on war, which
obviously relate to Vietnam. A
more subtle approach instead of

his hit-you-on-the-head method
would have proven more artistic.
Here seems to be one of the
main flaws fo the screenplay: it
is not subtle. The second fault is
that is is not sharp.
As a psychodrama it is poor.
Henry and Eleanor should use
rapiers to stab and pick at each
other, so we may see the nature
of their love-hate relationship, a
la Virginia Woolf. Instead they
chop at each other with broadswords.
Henry and Eleanor fight with
each other because they enjoy It.
Why they enjoy it the screenplay
does not tell, and Harvey is trying
to gointo depth, where his screenplay only touches the surface.
Since people have been commenting on the acting of the two

stars, let me add my own comments. Peter O'Toole is gruff as
he should be, but lacks the depth
he needs for the part. Katherine
Hepburn reminds us of the great
actress she is. She is not only
bitchy as Eleanor should be, but
tries hard and sometimes succeeds in also being a shrew. If you
are a Hepburn fan, then it is
worth the money to see this excellent actress rise above the faults
of this film. If you are not a Hepburn fan, save your money for
something

else.
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N those days a decree

from Caesar Augustus that all the
the first enrollment, when Quirinius was governor of Syria. And all
went out

world should be enrolled. This was
went to be enrolled, each to his own city. And Joseph also went up from Qalilee, from the city of Nazareth, to Judea, to the city of David, which i<s called Bethlehem, Because he was of the house and lineage
of David, to be entrolled with Mary, his betrothed, who was with child. And while they were there, the
time came for her to be delivered. And she gave birth to her first-born son and wrapped him in swaddling
cloths, and laid him in a manger, because there was no place for them in the inn.
in that region, there were shepherds out in the fields, keeping watch over their

flock by night.

And an Angel of the Lord appeared to them, and the glory of the Lord shone around them, and they were
filled with fear. And the angel said to them, "Be not afraid: for behold, I bring you good news of a great
joy which will come to all people: for to you w born this day in the city of David a Savior, who w Christ
the Lord. And this will be a sign to you: you will find a babe wrapped in swaddling cloths and lying in a
manger." And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising Qod and saying,
"Qlory to Qod in the highest,
and on earth Peace among men

of good will!"

vl/hen

the angels went away from them into heaven, the shepherds said to one another, "Let us go
over to Bethlehem and see this thing that has happened, which the Lord has made known to us." And
they went with haste, and found Mary and Joseph, and the babe lying in a manger. And when they
saw it they made known the saying which had been told them concerning this child; and all who heard it
wondered at what the shepherds told them. But Mary kept all these things, pondering them in her heart.
And the shepherds returned, glorifying and praising Qod for all they had heard and seen, a<d it had been
told them.
(LUK6 ll:i-2o)

